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VETO PENSION
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An amendment to the articles of in-corporation of the Mutual Building
and Loan Association of Santa Fe
filed in the office of Secretary
Jaffa today, increasing the stock of
the association to $500,000, from 1,000
shares at $200 to 25,000 shares at $200
par value. The office of the associa-
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tion is at 13 Laughlin Building and
R. J. Crichton is named as agent.
Matters.
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War Correspondent Failed to Pay Duty on Sable Marble Statue of Brother Picture of Capital of P ros- Coat and Jewelry
Botulph Will Adorn St.
perous Central American
Michael's
Headquarters
Imported
College
Republic

Seems to Have Changed
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Special to the New Mexican
Washington, Feh. 13. The Senate

Washington, Feb. 13. By resorting
to the bold device of asking his antag-joint resolution reaffirming the boun-wer- onists in the senate to stand up and
dary lines between Texas and New testify, Senator Bailey of Texas to-- !
Mexico, has passed the House and was day developed a dramatic situation in
reported back to the Senate today. his discussion of the Lorlmer case.
The House general pension bill, in- Mr. Bailey is a member of the comcreasing all pensions was reported mittee on privileges and elections and
favorably in the Senate, but is expect- coincided with the report declaring
s
ed to meet formidable opposition nothing that invalidated Mr.
title to the seat had been dethere." The only change made by the
by the committee invesveloped
House is that the highest at $30 is retigations. The Texas senator's reduced to $30 a month. Chairman Ham- marks were devoted largely to the
ilton of the House committee on terri- substantiation of his contention that
tories is sick. The New Mexico con a sufficient number ot votes must be
shown to have been bought to affect
stitution probably will be considered
the result and unless that this is provon- - Tuesday
or Wednesday, unless en or that official whose election is
Hamilton's illness should prevent con- challenged personally participated in
the offense, there can be no unseating
sideration.
Senators Root, Borah and Cummings,
Bill.
Sulloway Pension
all of whom have spoken against Mr.
The
13.
D.
Feb.
C,
Washington,
Lorimer, were requested to stand up
Senate ' committe on pensions today and
express their opinions as to the
voted to report favorably the Sullo- legality of this proposition.
He said
way general pension bill which al- that even the Chicago Tribune, whose
It in- charges resulted in the investigation,
ready has passed the House.
creases the general pension roll about had been compelled to exonerate the
fifty million dollars a year. The Vote accused senator of any
personal
was eight to three, McCumber, Gora knowledge or
in the
participation
and Talliaferro, voting against it.
Mr. Bailey contended that
bribery.
Taft May Veto Measure.
even if the seven votes of White,
Washington, Feb. 13. Friends of Browne, Beckmeyer, Link,
Wilson,
the measure do not anticipate an easy Holtslaw and Broderick were not
time in passing the Sullaway Pension
counted for L'orimer. Mr. Lorimer still
Bill in the senate, especially as it has had been
legally and properly chosen,
will
been intimated that the president
as those votes, according to
the
veto measure if presented to him, on
courts, must be rejected for all puran
additional
in
that
forcing
ground
poses, not only subtracted from Mr
expenditure of $50,000,000 a year a re- Lorlmer's total, but from the total
vision and reduction of the tariff will vote of
the legislature.
be found impossible as every cent of
adto
meet
the
needed
will
income
be
ditional expense, and that this is the
real reason for the standpatters in
pushing the measure.
House Takes Up Reciprocity.
Washington, Feb. 13. By a vote of
195 to 121, the House today voted to
begin the immediate consideration of
the McCall bill carrying out the CaNo Commercial Interests of West
nadian reciprocity agreement.
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Superintendent J. E. Clark Is sending out letters to the county school
superintendents on the matter of
summer institutes. The New Mexico
Normal University has announced
that its summer school will open
June 6 and close July 29, running
eight weeks with Dr. Frank H. H.
Roberts, conducting, and Mrs. Logue
of Raton and Mrs. Cobb of Las Vegas,
assisting. Every effort willjae made
to make the institute work this summer more interesting and instructive
than ever. Mr. Clark's letter on the
subject is as follows:
The time is approachGentlemen:
will
it
be necessary to
when
ing
make arrangements with conductors
and instructors for your 3ummer institute in making such arrangements
we urge that you will try to fix the
date of beginning for the institute so
as to close on one of the following
dates: June 10th, July 1st; July
29th; August 12th; August 26th; or
September 2nd. The reason for our
trying to fix the closing dates in this
way is that we may avoid too many
closing dates and the preparation of
too many sets of questions. Last year
we- had eleven closing dates necessitating eleven different sets of quesWe believe that any county
tions.
in the territory can hold its institute
so as to close on one of the foregoing
Please write us with refer- agreement was reached as to the limdates.
ence to this matter indicating any ob- itation of debate, but there is a posjection which you may have to the sibility that the bill will be passed toplan.
day. The vote against taking up the
Please keep in mind that this de- measure came almost wholly from the
partment has printed forms for
Republican side.
Clovis is Quite a Town.
with instructors and conductors which we shall be glad to forward
Washington, Feb. 13. The populaSufficient tion of Clovis. Curry county, New
upon request.
promptly
number of blanks will be forwarded so Mexico, is 3,255.
To Protect Colorado Dam.
as to enable you to make contracts in
Washington, Feb. 13. The United
triplicate. We are planning also the
preparation of other blanks for use in States government has taken up with
the institute as for instance registra- Mexico the question of protecting the
tion blanks to be filled out by each dike, which is being built along the
teacher and filed with the county su- Colorado river in Mexico in order to
perintendent from which registration control that stream. Whether it will
blanks he can furnish the regular in- be necessary to send American troops
into Mexico territory for this purpose
stitute information required.
Enclosed find another copy of the has not been determined.
eighth gra,de examination circular
concerning' eighth grade examina- MYSTERIOUS EXPLOSION
IN MANAGUA
BARRACKS.
tions. Please make arrangements In
recommendations
accordance with
Martial Law Declared and President's
made therein.
Yours very respectfully,
Family Flees to American
Consulate.
J. E. CLARK.
Territorial Superintendent Public Instruction.
Managua, Nicaragua, Feb. 13. A
series of explosions occurred this
Vaccination Work.
The county school superintendent morning of ammunition in the barof Sandoval county is going all over racks within the ground3 of the presfr
the county with a physician to assist dential mansion. It is impossible to
in having the school children vaccin- approach the barracks to ascertain if
ated. This move is thought to be any were killed or wounded. Martial
well timed and may save many chil- law has' been declared throughout
dren from getting the dread disease the city. The members of President
Estrada's family have been taken to
of smallpox.
the American consulate for safety.
For the Treasury.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the following sums for
the treasury: From W. H. Merchant, HOBO'S
FRIEND
treasurer of Eddy county, $1,381.50;
from James A. Baird, treasurer of
-
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Believed a Ruse of Stand Patters Illinois Statesman Was Not Cog- Riddle White Haired Men With Federal Judges Will Show No For Over Half A Century He Dr. Hewett
and Party Find
nizant of Bribery on His
Bullets and Then Crush
to Prevent Tariff LegisLabored and Never Made
Mercy to Rich Female
Covered Site in
Jungle
Behalf.
lation.
Their Heads.
Malefactors.
a Failure.
Ten Months.

Sandoval County School Superintendent Assisting in Vaccination Work.
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Declares He Cannot Be
gally Deprived of His
Seat in Senate

Educational Department Ex- This Will Postpone Consideration of New Mexico
pects Lively Institute Sessions This Year
Constitution
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PREPARING
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Otero county, $551.17; from Dr. T. W.
Watson, treasurer of Lincoln county,
$925.77; and from Game and Fish
Warden Thomas P. Gable, $26.75.
Saw Flying Scouts.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the New
Mexico mounted police has returned
from the southern part of the territory where he went on business. Capt.
Fornoff was in El Paso and Juarez and
saw the aeroplane "maneuvers" to
test the efficiency of the flying machine in scout work.
"These were intensely interesting,"
said the captain" and were observed
by a large number of people.'! The
captain did not have the pleasure of
seeing any real fighting between the
insurrectos and the federal troops.
Las Cruces Land Office.
During .January the following entries were made at the federal land
office at Las Cruces, one of the six
federal land offices in the Territory:
Desert land entries 22;Ncommuted 9;
desert final proof 5; homestead 37;
filial homestead 8; soldier's additional 3; mineral l; railroad selection 1;
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Millionaire Edwin A. Brown
of Denver Concludes His

Investigations
NEW

BOOK

ON

THE

Municipalities Should
the Friendless and

TRIP
Shelter
Pen-nyles-

s.

Chicago, Feb. 13. After a two year's
tour of the United States, disguised
as a hobo, Edwin A. Brown of Den
ver, known as the "millionaire tramp'
arrived In Chicago yesterday. Mr.
Brown has concluded his
investigation
oi tne sociological conditions that
took him from his home. The result
of his country-wid- e
investigation will
be put in book form in the hope that
territorial selections 5,000 acres; to- municipalities will awaken to the
tal receipts $5,250.
"crying need of shelter homes for
the friendless and penniless." Mr.
New Postoffice.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 13. The Brown says he will devote his life to
postal department has established a the bettering of the condition of the
hobo.
postoffice at TurquiUo, Mora county.

PAN-AMERIG-

RE

E

ern Continent Hold
Convention
TO BE IN

SESSION ALL KEEK

Steps to Be Taken in Prepara
tion for Exposition at San
Francisco.
Washington, Feb. 13. Many delegates to the Pan American commercial conference, which is to occupy
the entire week, are arriving here today and indications are bright for
the most comprehensive gathering of
commercial interests ever held in this
Many Latin American diplomats and consular officers will participate in the general discussions of
the conference.
Steps will be taken
by the business interests of America
in preparing for the opening of the
Panama Canal and conditions surrounding the exchange of commerce
between the two continents are the
subjects the conference will take up.
With the exception of the opening
session today, no set speeches have
been scheduled.
country.

LADIES' ADVISORY COMMITTEE
OF HISTORICAL SOCIETY
Will Make Varied Work of Organiza
tion More Effective and Exhibit-it- s
More Attractive.
The advisory committee of the His
torical Society, consisting of fifty la
dies recently appointed, held its first

meeting for organization and consultation, at the residence of Mrs. Prince
on Palace avenue. The large attendance together with the letters from
members unable to be present, showed
the earnest interest which the ladies
are taking in the varied work of the
Historical Society.
Hon. L. B. Prince, president of
the society, called the meeting to order and stated briefly the many important directions in which the ladies could assist in making the work
of the society more effective and the
historical exhibits in the Palace more
attractive.
The committee then organized
by
electing Mrs. Prince as chairman, and
Mrs. Victory as secretary. After considerable discussion it was determinat
ed to appoint five
this time, leaving for the future the
selection of others on different subjects. The following selections were
made, a number of absent members
being accorded the privilege of selecting the committees on which they prefer to serve.
are as follows,
The
the members first named, being understood to be chairman.
Books Mrs. Asplund, Mrs. Walter,
Mrs. Thomas, Mrs. Victory, Mrs. E.
--

(Continued

on Page Five.)
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Marfa, Texas. Feb. 1.$. Delayed ad-- :
vices received here today clear aip
the suspense over the results of the
fighting between the insurrectos and;
The word
federals around Mulato.
received laBt week told of federal reserves in an assault upon the rebel
lines at Mulato. It is learned that the
tide of battle remained the same with

the result that the federals retreated
to Ojinaga with their base of supplies. The ammunition of the insurrectos is exhausted and tin y are unable to cheek the federal retreat. The
federal loss was forty killed and
wounded. The insurreclo loss was
one killed, two wounded in the two
days' battle. The insurgents fought
from behind breastworks, stone heaps
and trees. It reminded one of the
days rtf fighting when trie Indian
eombatted the westward march of
the yankee. Stories are told of fedand
eral cruelty to
the refusal of Ortega, the insurrection
leader to permit his men to take re- Four old
venge.
were found in a farm house near Mil-lato when the federals first approach-ed the town. They were Eusebio de
La Cruz, Cruz Samaneijode, Federico
Carrasco and Matias Carrasro. One
was ninety years old, another blind,
another crippled! and all white haired The insurrectos found the three
old men with their hands tied behind
their backs, lying riddled with
Their heads were crushed, and
one slashed across the face with a
Americans
A number of
sabre.
viewed the bodies and their sworn
statement Is to be sent to Washington.
Ortega Saves Federal Soldiers.
Marfa, Feb. 13. A dramatic incident followed the discovery of the
bodies. A government soldier was
found lying wounded in a field. He
When the
was cared for and fed.
murdered men were found, the insurrectos rushed to take revenge on this
Wild with rage
wounded soldier.
they dragged the terrified soldier to
the street about to kill him, when
Ortega himself rode up and called
halt. "My children," he said, "I have
had my home laid in ruins and wife
and babies driven naked and starving
into the hilla, but I am not yet ready
wounded man."
to kill an unarmed
This quieted the mob for a moment,
but some one of the victims' relatives
stepped forward to kill the wounded
soldier. Ortega drew his pistol and
threatened to kill any man laying a
hand on the federal, and that settled
it. "We will not be murderers like
the soldiers of Diaz," said Ortega.
American Boys Attacked by Rurales
Marfa, Texas, Feb. 13. The insurrectos announce their intention of attacking Ojinaga as soon as they can
get a supply of ammuniton. Coyame,
35 miles from Ojinaga, is surrounded
by a band of insurrectos under Emilio
Salgado. Five American boys bathing in the river yesterday, were shot
at by the rurales, compelled to wade
across the river and surrender. They
were lodged up all night and released
this morning.
bul-lett-

New York. Feb. 13. A iirison 8,ii-- '
tence of three days in the Tombs, im-posed on Friday upon Mrs. Roberta
Menges Corwin Hill, the divorced
wife of Captain Arthur Hill of the
British army, who pleaded guilty to
the charges of smuggling, expired
A
day and Mrs. Hill was released.
lug crowd was waiting when Mrs.
Hill, closely veiled, appeared on the
arm of her father, Morris Menges, the
racing man, was was quickly escorted
to a waiting automobile which tore
away to the accompaniment of the
Mrs.
clicking of a score of cameras.
Hill, the first woman upon whom a
prison sentence lias been imposed on
the smuggling accusation, admitted
bringing a Jftf.im sable coat and jrfw elry valued at $2,70 into this coun-- j
try without paying duty. The federal
that
judges recently gave warning
imprisonment hereafter will be part
of the penalty in smuggling cases.
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ROUND HOUSE BURNED
OUT OF VENGEANCE.
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Sixteen Locomotives Sent to Scrap
Pile By Incendiary Who Had
a Grouch.
A special
Kl Paso, Texas, Feb. i:!.
to the Herald from Monterey, Mi xico.
ami
so.) a iiiul me iuiiihiiiuumlines
locomotives on the National
were burned nere last nigni. umciaio
have received anonymous letters saying that if certain contemplated
changes in the official force are not
made, the round house would be
burned.
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TOTAL ABSTINENCE
Degradation and
Crime Are Caused by

corn-abl-

Poverty

QUOTES

ABRAHAM

LINCOLN

One Who Retrains From jtrong
Liquor Avoids Dangerous

Temptation.

i

Anti-Saloo- n

T

Anti-Saloo-

years.

was
Miss MacQuarie
in Were Safe in Duke City Yesterday and
born
Guelph, Canada and she was a memAre Expected Back This Afterber of the Presbyterian church. Surnoon or Evening.
viving her are a brother, Alexander
The string of motor cars which left
MacQuarie of Vancouver, and three sis- iiere Sunday morning carrying Santa
ters, Mrs. S. B. Grimshaw, of this Fears to the Duke City, via La
city at whose house on Grant avenue
Hill, arrived safely in Albuquershe died; Mrs. Brown of Vancouver que after five and a half hour's trip
and Miss Flora Moore of this city.
atid the moiorists were expected to
Undertaker Mulligan and Rising; leave for Santa Fe this morning. They
will have charge o the funeral ar- !had not arrived here at 3 o'clock this
rangements which have not yet been afternoon and it is thought that the
decided upon.
delay may have been due to bad roads
caused by the heavy snow.
Of their visit in the Duke City the
DO NOT MISS
Albuquerque Journal says this morn
LECTURE TONIGHT Wins:
Members of the elite of Santa Fe
Professor Kels C. Nelson will
this evening give a free illus- X spent Sunday in Albuquerque, having
motored down from Santa Fe yester-trated lecture in the auditorium
of the Santa Fe High School.
day, three handsome touring cars do-While the lecture is under the
ing the honors. Nathan Jaffa, secre-tary of the territory, was the chief
auspices of the Archaeological
Society, every one is invited. X pilot for the party and showed the
The subject will be the Incas of X ehfuiffeurs the high places in the road
Peru. The lecture begins at 8 X between Bernalillo and Albuquerque.
o'clock.
X'
X X
X X XX X X
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Excessive Use

3.
President
Columbus, O., peD
Taft, in a letter dated December 29,
Sunday
lllli), and read in 3,000
schools in the United Slates, sounded the keynote of a total abstainer's
movement. The letter addressed to
Sunday school pupils as "My dear
young friends," and reads:
"The excessive use of intoxicating
is the cause of a great deal
of the poverty, degradation and crime
of the world, and one who abstains
from the use of such liquor avoids a
dangerous temptation. Abraham Lincoln showed that he believed this in
writing out for his boy friends the
pledges of total abstinence, so often
quoted.
MISS MARION MACQUARIE
DIED THIS MORNING.
"Each person must determine for
himself the course he will take in
After making a brave fight for many reference to his tastes and appetites;
years in many lands to regain her but those who exercise
health, Miss Marion MacQuarie finally to avoid altogether the temptation of
succumbed, dying early this morning. alcoholic liquor are on the safe and
Her life, however, had been prolonged wiser side."
for years by coming to Santa Fe.
Dr. Howard II. Russell of Wester-ville- ,
Miss MacQuarie was taken ill with
O., founder of the
tuberculosis nearly twenty years ago ' Wazun, also is founder of the Lincoln
and she visited many of the health
!.,
which originated vesterdav's
resorts in Canada but without regain- services throughout the United States.
ing her health. She was taken to The movement will b directed as the
Europe by her sisters and also mads total abstinence department of the
a valiant fight to get back her
national
league, with
strength but it was not until eleven headquarters at Westerville.
years ago when she came to Santa Fe
that real improvement was noticed. SANTA FE MOTORISTS
This climate prolonged her life for
STILL ON THEIR WAY.

XXX

.
statue of Hrotlier
forroKpondfiice of the New
who was president of
Mexican, j
Michael's college and died Febr tary
,;!,7"
Feb.
Guatemala,
Tluhas arrived at the college, the
e,!irin 0f tjK. School f
'.
reached
Kit't of the alumni who appreciate the
this
''""""'v ""
14 and found the
great work accomplished by this pio- iv.mv f.iis.onteu'wry
still in full swing.
educator who never knew a fail- won dir. c;y t,,
Vitrei;,, ,iie head
r(1"!!i",'s '"' ;!" rni.- -t Kr::i, Companv,
.,.
we
herc
., ommodaiions
sec,,
The statue was marie in Italy and
at
the hotel. (;o,..,j
is of Ciirara marble. It shows Brothrokin.
room, and board f,,r four
doler liotulph at the age of about 54 or lars a month each. No. p siui.dred
not the Kt
2o years before his de h and those Regis simply a 10 to l do!l,u- each
ioIls: r ''Hiai.iiig
;
who have seen it and know the Broth - (s,li,,,niilIan
M
: us,., t0
"r m0m'y- You
or declare that it is a remarkable like high sounding values !i.v. h'T':, five
hops, i ne ngnre is standing ana is dollars a sha
and shia
a l,,.,.r live
curbed in the familiar robe worn by dollars. It sounds liki:.i::i in tl,
fever davs onlv
nt st Tn)l
,1o
,i...t!..,
,hp
Salle. The face is that of the manlnot "real monc"' onl-- l"l' tA Jungle in One Year.
who has had struggles but is never! We visited
the ruins which we jm.
daunted by them. It shows tht firm to excavate
and found the great plaza
ness in the chin that won for him the,' of
Quirigua, w hich we had cleared last.
name of "Brother Bisuiarck."
'year of the junule an itnn.-i- ?rai,ii
Brother liotulph was in many ways thicket again. Since the nrt
a remarkable man. Of hlni the Ca'ho-- i wtien we leu last,
year, t ;i months
lie Pioneer said shortly after bis' ago, all this had grown
up, 2Z feet in
death: "During those long 3! years, ten months. We figured it out and it
a
there is not
single employment tot averages 1 inch every 2 4 hours. Rathwhich a Brother can be assigned that er heats dry farming, doesn't it.
Brother Botulph was nor put to. He
Wonderful Banana Ground.
was successively a teacher, an in-The Fruit Company officials say it
spector of S'heols, a visitor for the; is the most wonderful banana trrnnnri
west, a masu-- oi novices, a superior, m the world. Bits of banana roots
a builder, a procurator. Whenever planted last year when we ere here
.
...
i
eircnni stances ivprn crillinf" fnr n cnti. ""- t."t'K'uiiiiiK
111
near
tneir nrst
stitute In any department lie was bunches, a crop within eleven months
ready and able to take the place of! while elsewhere is is thought to be
the absent; his voice, a noble voice.! a good average. All it does is rain
I .
.
A
.... ...
t,
n in
.nmit,!
,,1 ,.i.r ,.V,.,T...
uc r, uni.irj,
nun, I,in.-- , uauu
.uarcti, and April are sui- the infirmary, and if needed, even in posed to constitute the dry season
the kitchen: he knew how to teach though it rains even then. This has
music and mathematics and litera-- i hampered and delayed the work of
ture; there is nothintr within the'0;,r expedition somewhat as all the
sphere of a man of his calling that , t, ; ring had to be done over again,
he did not master. But the most During the past few weeks Mr.
feature of all of his
and Mr. Adams have been
is this: He never had a failure,! ,,erintending the building
of our
and whatever he did, ho did well."
Mrs. Morley
house, while Dr.
and myself have been up here at the
Held Public Office.
ThlSi house is
neatly
Again on account of h.s ttn(U..slio;i-;f'!'',ita- l
now ail,i W( expect to return
integrity Brother Botulph was
tne
a
rulns
to start
few
called to hold several public positions;10
of trust. One of the governors of Xew
Guatemala Like Santa Fe.
Mexico appointed him a member of
the capitol building committee; the' Guatemala city is a pretty place
rublic elected him several times to;lll;,t reminds one something of Santa
the office of superintendent of pub-- Fe- Indeed under Spanish rule it was
generalcy of Spain just as
lie schools of Santa Fe county and a
at the time of his demise he was still W;1S San,a Fe- Tnc eathedral fronts
a member of the territorial board of;on tnc plaza opposite, the government
buildings just i the Palace at Santa
education.
re used to be opposite an old church,
and its
St. Michael's
College
which formerly occupied the south.
alumni
of
the
Michael's
St.
gounds:
side.
and
the
and
College
holy
energetic
THe Market.
life of Brother Botulph Itself are mon
Perhaps, the most interesting fea-- i
innents to the man. Still those who ture
here is the market. There fruits
appreciate his work are gratified to of all kinds, oranges,
pine apples, ba-- !
hear that this beautiful marble statue nanas.
mameys,
sapotes,
chirimoyas
will be erected on the scone of the
and many others whose names I d3
dead educator's triumphs. A meet- not know, may be found. Vegetables
ing will be held Sunday to make ar- - we know at home, here are
much
r.inppinPTits for the miveilinff pvprand richer in flavor. Violets
cheaper
be
held
which
win prohnblv
cjEe3
at. six cents a bunch in our money,
so,e me ,nis spring.
roses three cents a dozen in our mon-- j
ey, Easter lilies six cents a dozen,
KAISER WILHELM IN
etc. Bananas are 20 to 30 cents a
BED WITH GRIP bunch of four or five dozen, oranges
two for a cent. Board and room at
His Illness Much More Serious Than ,ne "est notel in town are S1.2.J a day.
Living in this country is wonderfully
First Reoorts Had Indi- cheap. But when you come to buy im
cated.
ported things especially from the United States, this town has Santa Fe
13.
The illness of Em- looking like
Berlin, Feb.
thirty cents in billetes
peror William, which on Saturday was (they call their paper money herfl
reported merely as a cold, apparently billetes), which means something like
is more serious than had been indicat- Uncle Sam's two cent stamps in aced. The emperor has spent two days tual value. To begin with, it's very
in bed, and he will he confined to hia much cheaper to have your clothes
chamber until the end of the week, made to order down here than to buy
them ready made, as ready-madclothwith an attack of feverish influenza.
from the
mostly
ing is imported
states. Consequently, a Hart, Schaff-ne- r
and Marx costs much more than
a custom-madsuit. American magazines, shoes, hats, candy, etc, etc.,
cost just about double what they do in
the states. This complicates things.
Every morning at 10 o'clock and
Monday, Wednesday. Friday and Sat- jurday evening, the band plays in the
British King Will Pack House plaza. It is one of the finest musical
organizations I have ever heard, equal
of Lords to Carry His
to Sousa. Damrosch, Conway or any
Point
of the other American bands. More-'ove- r
the class of music played is far
superior to the kind heard at the aver-agWARD
HEELER'S
American summer park.
These
ITHOCSi
people are infinitely more musical by
nature than we are.
Shoe Trust.
Premier Asquith Will Introduce!
rhere are no electric cars here
Government's Veto Bill
though the population is said to exNext Monday.
ceed 80.000, instead there are mule-car- s
s
on which a ride costs
of a cent. The driver, who
London, Feb. 13. Premier Asquith,
announced in the House of Commons also acts as conductor, gets about
a dollar in
a MONTH but has no
today that he will introduce the gov-- i uniform to gold
buy, and goes barefooted.
bill
on
veto
next
ernment's
Monday. In fact, the greater part of this re
As evidence of the government's in- public goes barefooteu, including the
tention to force the matter through, army,, which is dressed in red hats
John W. Gulland, Scottish Liberal and overalls and jumpers with khaki
leggings but no shoes. Lead 'em over
whip, stated in a speech at Edinburg, a
would be destony road and
this afternoon that he is busy just moralized, all but they
the officers, who
now compiling a list of men who are fine
looking chaps, in heavily
would accept peerages with the object
if
goldbraided uniforms.
However,
of passing the veto bill in the House the army does not wear shoes the
po- of Lords in event the conservative
peers proved recalcitrant
Continued ou Page Eight,
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inter Grocery Co.
Southern Corner Plaza. Ssnta Fe.

WE

Telephone

No. 40.

GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL

WITH

CASH
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i
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Colfax
perintendent Kirkpatrick.
II
vnil.nn J County Stockman.
31
and the Arizona ; New Mexico railHe Wanted to Be a Soldier James
road were consolidated.
Holden. a youth, went to El Paso from
Scarlet Fever at Belen The scarlet Alamogordo. to enlist in the IT. S.
NEW MEXICO.
fever and meas!'
epidemic which army. He was rejected by the re
(Rurti 1.. SI; eon, in Artesia Advocate.) has
been prevail i: for the past two cruiting officer and then tried to enI am homesick
for the valley
months is disapp' ring, and our city list under Orozco, the rebel general
W't'u its everlasting shine;
is taking on its v :; healthful con- - on the Mexican side. Orozco also reAnd the tonic of the ozone,
oliions. Belen Tii ;ne.
fused the boy who was then arrested
Which is better far than wine;
Road
by the police of El Paso and sent home
Opening
Injunction
Against
Its vast and open spaces
Dr. W. C. Field (.rained from Judge to his father.
And its girded mountains grand;
Frank W. Parker at Las Cruces, a
Drink Caused Killing Sheriff H. J.
1
love it like a lover
Oh,
the McGrath of Silver City, was compellagainst
preliminary
injumiion
That mysterious, tender land.
county, enjoining it from opening a ed in self defense to shoot and kill
T'm lonesome and I'm homesick,
one of his best friends, Mnrdock R.
proposed road at Mosque Belado.
Xo matter where I roam:
Ballou, who while drunk drew his reAnother
Theft
of
Several
Charges
For the purring of the water
volver on McGrath. McGrath was'
filed
El
been
at
h;
of
theft
charge
In the ditches back at home.
Paso against Gin": :s!ie Quirnos as a quicker and shot down Ballou who was
to
result of the
"iony of Manuel an Elk. The remains were sent
Oh, those founts of crystal water,
and Jesus Chacon and was Brady, Texas,' for interment. The coWith their clear and dashing spray;
bound over to ii. grand jury on a roner's jury exonerated McGrath. Bal-- j
If I could feel their cool touch
lou was 37 years of age.
fr.00 bond.
On my thirsty lips today!
at Las Cruces Two cases
Bernalillo Gives $6,000 for Scenic:
Smallpox
Oh, there's no place under Heaven
nrted at Las Cru-o- f Highway The board of county oom-- i
of smallpox are
Where the days are quite so bright; ces and the boar
regents of the missioners of Bernalillo county has
Where the days are quite so lovely,
Colie e at Mesilla Park voted $6,000 to help the Good Roads!
Agricultural
Or the stars so sweet at night;
Scenic
the
complete
has ordered every student to be vac- Commission
I am sick to death of cities,
cinated. Dr. R. K. McBride is aoing Highway from the Sandoval county
I would like a breathing space,
line into Albuquerque. The portion in
the work.
I long to see the valley
Ba- With
Rebel in Mexico P. E. Santa Pe county to the foot of La
the
As I would my mother's face!
also
and
the,
hill
is completed
Putney, for year? a member of the jada
Fort Stanton ba? hall team, Lincoln part up the Santa Fe canon and arcoss
At night, when I am dreaming,
Dalton divide to the San Miguel
county, has enli' d in the Rebel Ar-i- s the
There comes faintly back to me,
r county line.
ami
operating a
my,
Mexico,
The breath from on the blossoms
Fire Destroys Some Sheds Last
chine gun at $1
day and a cap- Of that vast and moving sea
Friday, shortly before noon, a flra;
tain's commission promised him.
Of alfalfa fields at evening.
out in some sheds back of a
Broke Seal of Freight Car Joseph
When the lingering sunset light,
wnibulldine between the Pecos Vallsy
"neida and
Baker, Jacinto
Loath to leave their living beauty,
Arzate were arr ?fed at El Paso and hotel and the tin shop at Portales,!
was used
Kisses them a long goodnight.
taken to the p"
station, where a Roosevelt county, which
Oh, the scent of the alfalfa,
part of last year, by Frank Warnica.
burglary was
charge of attemj
Just to spell it once again
The men are as a livery stable. The sheds were!
istered against
But to want it and to miss it
the seal of a quickly burned and a horse and mulej
mken
to
have
alleged
with
heart
my
belonging to Fred Warnica, which:
pain!
grips
Fairly
freight car.
were in the sheds, were burned. The
Doctor Fills Cowboy Full of Shot
War-- j
Oh, my young, fair land, I love you;
At Rodeo, Gran: county, Dr. Phillips buildings, also, belonged to Fred
insurance.
no
and
he
had
nica,
Oh my strong land, wide and free;
because
fo
shot
full
a
shot cowboy
I will gladly share your fortunes;
Drink Responsible for Death The
the cowboy was raiding the physiYou're worth all the world to me,
cian's chicken roost. The doctor then death of Charles Simphier, aged fifty,
Please God, I'll not forget you
had to spend the rest of the night of Central, who died at the Ladies';
No matter where I go;
picking No. 6 shot out of the cowboy, Hospital Wednesday afternoon
at 4,
You're my home land, you're my Eden and
dressing hio injuries.
cor-- .
a
is
o'clock
by
being investigated
My own New Mexico!
Boy Embezzled Check Tomas Mon-tez- ,
a boy was arrested at El Paso oner's jury summoned by Justice Newof
comb
the
and
following:
consisting
Given Ten Days Rubel Martinez and transferred to the county jail. He
Tur-- j
was given ten days at Las Vegas for visited the county jail several days Fred Smith, Edwin Spltzley, C.
Dean and
Pat
Joe
McMillan,
Thiery,
of
one
which
at
the
time
prisondrunk.
ago,
being
Phil Anderson. The examination willj
Indicted for Rnhherv Vintnr Hut. ers is said to have given him a chsck
held in Justice Newcomb's court
ierrez was indicted at El Paso for rib for 25 and asK( d that Montef
rf"rn be
11 ls
Simphier was removed to thej
today.
to
the
him'
MonteZ'
money
j
bery from the prison.
Ladies' Hospital from Central Tues-- !
ed failed to return.
nummus omcioe-can- uta
iruLas Vegas Takes Precaution Against day afternoon. It is understood he1;
jillo, a young woman, committed sui-- ;
Dr. C. C. Gordon health was ejected from a dance hall at
smallpox
cide at El Paso by drinking carbolic)
of East Las Vegas inquires Central Saturday evening for alleged
physician
acid.
of every woodhauler and rancher who drunk and disorderly conduct An au-Died at Insane Asylum William J. comes into Las Vegas if there is any topsy on the remains was conducted
Kimsey, aged 65 years, died at the: case of smallpox in the locality from by Dr. Wm. McLake, the county phyNew Mexico asylum for the insane at which he come-?Several cases of i sician, to determine the exact nature
Silver City Enterprise.
Las Vegas.
'smallpox were reported in that man-- ! of his
a Market Pio Espera ner to be at Watrous.
za and Guadalupe Quiroz were arrest- Smuggled Syrians Across Borde- rPILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS,
ed at El Paso on the charge of burg- Francisco Corrales was arrested bv
PAZO OINTMKNT is Ruaranteed to cure
larizing a market.
Blind. Bleeding or
Immigration ollieeis at El Paso anl any case of Itching.
Piles in 6 to 14 days or money re
Sent Back to China Sunday morn- remanded to the county jail in default
60e.
funded,
ing 54 Chinamen left El Paso for the 'of bond on a charge of smuggling
ilowery kingdom, never to return to three Syrians named Isber Deyoub,
the Lmted States.
They were iniDorah Abdallab and Solomon Fahuri.
e
charge of deputy 1'nited States
offence is alleged to have been
i
snails as far as San Francisco.
committed on February 5.
Youthful Horse Thief George Ju- Shot While Huntinq Fiftaen-vear- at the Reform
'old. J. S. Becriiig,
Man
was received
accidentally shot
I have a
assortment of
off two of his toes while hunting near School in this city last week from
Quay county. The young man was
Malaga, Eddy county.
LADIES
SUITS
for
Samples
He is
Fire at Tolar Fire destroyed the sentenced for
or
COATS
JACKETS
SKIRTS
residence of Guy Lawrence at Tolar, seventeen years of age. Sheriff Ward
I Guarantee a good fit. Prices
Quay county. The loss was $2,000. of Quay county, delivered him to Su- The insurance was $1,500.
are moderate.
Las Vegas Divorce Colony is Grow,
There is more Catarrh in this sec"
ing In district court at Las Vegas, tion of the country than, all other disCALL AND EXAMINE MY LINE
a divorce has been granted Mrs. Cata-rin- eases
put together, and until the last
AND SYLES.
Mondragon Ue Marquez.
few years was supposed to be incurDry Goods Store Fire at Clovis A able. For a great many years docfire caused by a defective flue inflict- tors
pronounced it a local disease
101 Washington Ave
ed considerable damage to
Bailey's and prescribed local remedies, and by
ury goods store at Clovis, Curry
to
cure with local
constantly failing
treatment, pronounced it incurable.
Arrested for Expectorating on De- Science has
proven catarrh to be a
pot Platform Two boys were arrest- constitutional disease and .therefore
ed by the Las Vegas police for extreatment
requires constitutional
pectorating on the Santa Fe depot Hall's Catarrh Cure, manufactured
platform.
by F. J. Cheney & Co., TVedn 0 is
With. Burglary Manuel th?
Charged
only constitutional cure on marPerea and Jesus Chacon were arrestIt is taken internally in doses
ket.
ed at El Paso charged with burglary.
from 10 drops to a teaspoonful.
It Cor. Palace and Washington Avenuei.
Perea was bound over to the grand acts
blood and mucous
on
directly
jury in $3000 bail.
surfaces of system. They offer one
Committed
to Insane Asylum-Ju- dge hundred
dollars for any case It afils
Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque, to cure.
Send for circulars and testicommitted to the insane asylum, Frank
monials.
Lundgren. a bricklayer, and Mrs. NelAddress:
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
lie llendrix, the latter of Gallup.
Toledo, Ohio.
Another Pest House for El Paso
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
An eruptive hospital is to be establishTake Hall's Family Pills for
ed by El Paso at San Elizario, where
six cases of smallpox have been discovered by the county physician.
Moving Depot The El Paso and
We Have Built Up
Southwestern railroad is moving its
depot from Coalora to Capitan, Lincoln county. The old Capitan depot
has been sola to a mercantile firm.
Died at Las Vegas Sanitarium-M- iss
THE PACE FOR 1911
Mina Keese, for ten years a
will surely be set by our livery staresident of Las Vegas, died at the
ble, as we have rigs to let as good as
Sanitarium there at the age of thirty
private ones. If you
years. Her relatives live at Topeka,
ENJOY A GOOD DRIVE
Kansas.
or you have an engagement where a
the
Typhoid at Roswel
"During
carriage is necessary or proper, send
year there were only nineteen cases
us word and we will see that you are
of typhoid fever, and of these more
well cared for. We guarantee you'll
man one-nawere outside cases
be pleased with our service and
brought in for treatment. Roswell
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Lordsbur, Grant .county, on Saturday,
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New Spring arid Summer
Line Samples Just Received

j

LADIES TAILORING
Suits, Skirts, Jackets,

Coats,

Capes and One Piece Dresses.

j

We extend to the Ladies of Santa Fe
a cdrdial invitation to inspect our line
re
of
garments, which
is by far the finest we have ever
shown, and the prices most reasonable.
made-to-measu-

;

ma-pe-

Do Not Overlook This

Opportunity, Give Us a Call.

bke

Gentlemen
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED
A New Line of

eligman Bros. Co.

reg-in--

STETSON SHOES)

Phone 36

P. O. Box 219

j

For You

j

Exclusive
Perfect

Style
Fit
Wear
Comfort

see

Exceptional
Like a Stocking

John

PfluefferiPheciaiist

nam

""

Base Ball

Base Ball

Stock

Stock

,

-

EUGENiO ROMERO

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material

j

illness.-Burglarize-

g

YARD ON HICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Phone Red 100

THOMAS

K DELQAD0, Mgr.

Ladies Attention

mar-(Th-

More Complete Than Ever Before
SEE OUR 1911 LINE

iie

Agent for VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

horse-stealin-

WONDER

THE

HERE'S

WORKER!

This engine can be attached to your
pump and working in ten minutes
after you take it oft ybur wagon. No
belts, arms, pumpJack or fixtures to
buy. No special platform to build.

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

o

WHOLESALE
AND RETAIL

Julius Muralter Screened

Pumps from 400 to 1000 gals, per hour.
Can be used for other work when not
pumping. Has special pulley for this
purpose. Let me demonstrate it to you.

FRANK F. GORMLEY.

Whohsa.ie

Tailor.

FITS ANY I'UMP
and Makes It Hump

FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN

POTATOES and
SALT.

Retail

MW

Sole Agents For
'INTERNATIONAL STOCK

FOOD.

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA
PHONE
BLACK

45

LEO HERSCH

FE- -

SSSI45

Calci-diSmuggled Horses Leandro
and Urbano Perez were arrested
by federal officers at El Paso on the
charge of smuggling horses into the
United States. Perez lives in Dona
Ana county.
Three Arrests Pablo Para was arrested at El Paso, charged with stealing a lace curtain; Antonio Jina for
taking an overcoat, and Juan Estrada for entering the store of N. Levy
at night time.
Two Railroads Consolidate
At a
'
meeting of the directors, held at

a

m1

FlftWPDC
1 LU U

LIJ

...

Carnations, Lilly of the Valley, Roses and Violets
Wedding Bouquets, Funeral Designs,
THE CLAREDON

GARDEN

jEE""

That is the Chief Factor in the perfecting of a
prescription. So far as the law is concerned
every druggist is on an equal footing, but it
takes years of experience for a druggist to
perfect his knowledge.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.

WE HANDLE LUMBER
in large quantities and have every
modern facility for furnishing the
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
;of every description. We ar thus
enabled to make the very best prices
for Lumber of such high grade.
Ve will be pleased to figure on your

contracts.

Charles W. Dudrow

WILLIAMS 1
310 San

Francisco

Telephone

,mProved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
and Ranches; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanoIa Valley with the Very Best of water
rights
ana one otthe tinest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

Modern Residences for Rent.

R M. JONES.

Phone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
aundry on Mondaye and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.

Experience-Tha- t

Is What Counts.

Telephone 85

JflLL

103

Palace Ave.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up

139 Red,

PHONB RED

85

AIP

FOR

'Phone 8

When In Need of Anything In th
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished

Ageuts HUBBS LAUNDRY

PHONE RED 122.

Lump

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

RISIE

St 'Phone

CERR1LLOS

Wood

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithirg Coal. Steam Coal.
bawed Wood and Kindling.
MflUTKZTlMA AVWWTTJH
CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Near A. T. & S. F. Depot.

prices.

Register.

Valentines the latest Specialty-Chine- se
Lily
bulbs-Pret- ty
for tables decoration 15c each1

Mi

RATON
YANKEE

RATES RIGHT.
K

CHAS. CLOSSON

1J.

Your prescription filled by us will be filled
right, because our experience gives us the
right knowledge of prescriptions filling and
aids us in proper selection of the right kind
of drugs.

ZOOK'S PHARMACY.
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THE PROPER COURSE
Information of Priceless Value
Every Santa Fe Citizen.

to

P

'your New Mexico recall

with at:y
part of Nathan Ja:fa

'

fill connection

;'h;

r

them
"

on GARDEN

can't
because there i; er lias heen
any nich relation.
li an mar, ?
Is
'hv not an absolutt
How to act In an emergency
Why not go outside tli i'i au-pa'hs
knowledge of Inestimable worth, and
this Is particularly true of the disease
leadership and selei a nail in
v.
l.avido.ied.
Leiii
all of the peoui,
fiit
The following day Mr.
Too Wise.
and Ills of the human body. If you
was endorsed by the Anr-sisuffer with backache, urinary disor
f, born of knowledge and of trial?
That scheme "o mix Mr. Bursum
Could there be any
to
ders, or any form of kidney trouble, up in the Bernalillo county squabble Commercial Club to represent that
start right than upon t: ' 'name to
rapathe advice contained In the following was a flat failure, just as it3 promo- organization in a
of I'ni t.id
valuable asset ters ought to have known it would be. city, the same being done in the ease Sit;!, hood and the select
statement will add
senators and corn ssmen?
to vour store of knowledge. What The chairman of the Republican te of W. A. Hyatt, who expected o go
naWhy, not choose first
could be more convincing proof of the ritorial committee was not born into with the excursion.
.ild
tive
The men selected for officers and '). 'til toga a man who
efficiency of Doan's Kidney Pills than the world of politics yesterday. Soclub representative indicates that the
overwhelming major; against the
the statement of Santa Fe citizens corro Chieftan.
"i:ui!H-tc
club expects to tie a factor in polities !': 'd if the matter wen
who have been permanently cured?
.via, would
A Republic
the
p(
1C6
op!e?
the
D.
de
Escudero,
coming year. They are all hustMrs. Bernarda
On the Off Side.
the Democratic, i; cy treat one
Griffin St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "I
Roosevelt county is the exception lers and men of high standing in the uccp
tnrau- had
a l to the other if the
a community and it behooves the Demohold just as high an opinion of Doan's in eastern New Mexico, giving
a i nance to expresse ih :;s.
of
crats
to
Artesia
I
when
toeether
as
as
a
Pills
publicly
get
today,
Kidney
small majority against the constituItOKWe!!
in:
Why not a clean
man and organize in order to hold
recommended them in January, 1907.
as the official returns show. Potion,
Tribune.
M
aster
own.
their
Artesia precinct is still
For about a year I was bothered by
rtal is the exception of eastern New
a dull ache and -- eakness across my Mexico cities, giving a small majori- safely Democratic by a large majority
if the proper steps are taken to preloins and kidneys. I tried easily and
Elida,
ty against the constitution.
any exertion brought on severe pains home of Delegate Hall, who was sent the issues and get out th? vote.
FLASHES.
EDITORIAL
Artesia Advocate.
in my back. Hearing loan's Kidney
her
the
repudiated
thing,
against
Pills highly spoken of, I was Induced
and gave a majority for the
to try them. The result proved be champion
Patriotic Service.
Portales Times.
constitution.
Governor on Water .Wagon Gov
Pills
Hon. II. O. Bursum, chairman
of
yond a doubt that Doan's Kidney
ernor Mills left Santa Fe last Friday
live up to representations. The cure
Central
the
Committee
Republican
Office Hungry Democrats.
for Washington, hearing the
13 coming in
remedy
and positive relief this
for a evening
The prospects of an election this for New Mexico
of the people's approval
certification
on
to
it
me
praise
brought, has led
summer is bringing out a large nnm- - B'ral ueul OI "iube al ule n:,m,s 01 of the constitution. This is another
more than one occasion."
the
at
the
territorial
able
press
way
ber of candidates in Curry county.
time when we may rejoice that we
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 This makes the first election for this in which he nandlJ the recent
a governor that roosts high on
have
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents.
and that makes it the more in- - pa'Sn for the constitution and for his the water wagon. To carry such a
own
New York, sole agents for the United
efforts
Personal
exerted
in
be
teresting. Half a dozen candidates in
message is enough to tempi, the exStates.
ftlnvis nrn nut for oneh nffi,.Q on nail OI tne constitution.
of any man in tha world,
uberance
Mr. Bursum in company with Hon.
Remember the name Doan's and a few aspirants for recognition at the
touch Bill- Roswell Reg
but
it
won't
take no other.
hands of the voters will probably be H. M. Dougherty and others, made a ister Tribune.
speech-makintour
of
the
lower
Rio
found in Texico precinct. There are
some good and deserving men here Grande Valley and undoubtedly had a
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Another Story.
who should have recognition.
Texico considerable influence in crystallizing
Department of the Interior,
Nowadays when a man falls in love
in
sentiment
of
favor
the
constitution
United States Land Office.
Trumpet.
man's wife it's affiniin the sections visited. Mr. Bursum with another
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 13, 1911.
but when another man falls in
ty,"
Andrews and Curry Speaking of is not only an able organizer and exe love with your wife, that's
Notice is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has filed no- logical candidates for the United cutive but a forceful, convincing If you stand on the corner and make
tice of his intention to make final States senate from the state of New speaker, one who appeals by the sin- ugly remarks about another man's
proof in support of his claim under Mexico, we have a couple of men in cerity of his manner and honesty of daughter that's fun; .but whin it
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March mind, but would not like to be called purpose. He is a high type of patri- - happens to be your girl who is spoken
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended upon to announce them.
.m wav that's dirtv and
There are otic, unselfish loyal party man. the f in ,h
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27 occasions when the old print can get call l!or which was never so urgent in candalous.
And so it is all along the
Stats., 470), and that said proof will up a danged good obituary. Andrews American politics as today, and his line. It makes a lot of difference
.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval,
and Curry would make as good repre- services for New Mexico and hi3 par- which way the bark is peeled. Ever
Ct. Commissioner at Cuba, N. M., sentatives as the
have been of so high an order as think of it? Kenna Record.
people could select ty
on March 10, 1911, viz.: Frank E.
not be any too congenial, to command the profound respect not
They
might
There
Sturges, of Albuquerque, N. M., for but they would not overlook anything only of members of his own party, but
Up to the District Attorney
SE
NE
SE
SE
even his political opponents. Silver are several good poker games runthe N
would
their
that
benefit
constituents.
NTW
and NE
of Sec. 10, W
New Mexico never had a better rep- City Enterprise.
ning in town, and several professionSW
NE
NW
of SW
als have moved in. It has been a
Mr. Andrews and
than
resentative
and SW
NW
E
SE
W
Boosting
Mabry.
never
more
long time since there wa3 a tinhorn
a
had
the
has
territory
of Sec. 11, T.
SW 4 of NW
the
one
Among
hundred
solons
that
here. Under statehood and an elector
official
friend than
loyal citizen,
20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
assembled at Santa Fe, Xew Mexico, ed district attorney attention will be
Fort Sumner Republi to
Curry.
George
draft the constitution of New Mex- paid to the poker games. Some of
He names the following witnesses can.
ico, was Hon. T. .1. Mabry, of Clovis, the courts have held they were in
to prove his actual continuous adverse
Curry county, New Mexico.
possession of said tract for twentj
violation of the gambling law, but
Nominations.
And the people of Curry county,
years preceding the survey of the
have not been molesttMl in Grant
New Mexico State Democrat should
The
be proud of their delegate who they
township, viz.:
The Liberal is inform-?.-- !
M. Dougherty, as
H.
county.
Hon.
nominates
never went to sleep and never over
E. A. Miera, V. S. Miera, Juan Jose
evidence
has been prcscifed to
that
the Democratic candidate for con looked
Salazar all o Cuba, N. M.
anything that was good for his the district attorney sufficient
to
from
the
in
southern
gress
district,
people or his county.
Any person who desires to protest
never
has
he
but
cause
new
the
indictments,
Mr.
state.
has
the
Dougherty
He is a smooth young fellow, rather
against the allowance of said proof,
presented it to the grand jur.'. Westor who knows of any substantial rea- ability all right, and is
modest, but brainy; liberal and
ern Liberal.
son under the laws and regulation enough to supersede politics with
a
Curry county got
great
cf the Interior Department why such statesmanship the minute he donned deal more than it was entitled to and
Walking Is Good.
proof should not be allowed will be congressional togs, but the question Mabry deserves the credit for it. He
We have a deep aud abidi.r; faith
is, would Mr. Dougherty leave one of goes after things and gets them.
given an opportunity at the
the largest law practices in New MexThe "east side'' got the Normal in Paul A. F. Walter, editor of the
time and place to
d his
ico
of
for
uncertainties
the
the witnesses of said claimant,
politics? proposition lined up and got one sen- New Mexican. We have watcln
ator, when, by population, It was not rise into one of the strongest public
and to offei evidence in rebuttal of
Similarly the Roswell Register-Tr- i
men in the southwest with unmixed
bune nominates Hon. Nathan Jaffa, a quite entitled to it.
that submitted by claimant.
We knew it was in him.
Mr.
a
will
be
secfor
candidate
and
pleasure.
stalwart
MANUEL, R. OTERO,
Mabry
Republican
present
Register. retary of New Mexico, as one of the the state senate from Curry county, His friendship has been a cherished
first senators from the new state. and it already seems that he will go thing for many years. After all this
NOTICE.
there must be a parting of the ways,
But Mr. Jaffa hasn't been consulted sailing without opposition.
As a statehood man he deserves and will be mighty soon, unless hfi
To Whom It May Concern:
The about the matter and if all reports
was a phalanx and stops talking about the trout fishing
partnership heretofore existing be-- are true, the gentleman has no inclin agreat credit for he
tireless worker.
in the immediate vicinity of the Antween B. F. Williams and L. A. Ris- ation that way, at least at the present
He
man
is
a
can
that
newspaper
cient. It is good town boosting stuff
time.
LivMr.
&
Jaffa, also, has the ability
ing, known as Williams
Rising
wield a carving and telling pen and all right, but it is positively indecent
ery Co., has been by mutual consent all right, but he may have other bees the "Clovis
Journal'' is all the argu- to speak of it when railroad fare is
pay all obligate and collect all ac- buzzing' in his ear. Silver City En- ment
to prove our asser- four cents a mile and it is miracle
necessary
counts due the frm.
terprise.
tion.
to have over $1.50. Roswell
RegisL. A. RISING.
Sept. 1, 1910.
New
Mexico is proud to have ter Tribune.
B. P. WILLIAMS,
Republicans Organize.
its citizens such lights as
The Artesia Republican club met amongst
September 1, 1910.
Mr. Mabry, and we are sure that he BOY WAS DRUNK AND
of
week
last
elected
and
Friday night
has a great future in the politics of
INJURED HIS MOTHER.
officers for the coming year as fol$25 REWARD.
the state; he will be a valuable man
The city of Santa Fe will offer $25 lows: C. A. Sipple, president; Dr. M.
Wyo., Feb. 13. Mrs.
Diamondville,
wherever the people may send him Matt
reward for information that will con- M. Inman and W. F.. Schwartz,
Carlson, wife of a miner, is sufabove all, he is for the people.
for,
S. E. Ferree, secretary.
vict any one of breaking any of the
fering from a wound in her leg, inevery day in the year.
John B. Enfield was elected to rep- andTheright,
son when she encity's street lights.
Citizen is a thorough Republi- flicted by her young
resent the club on the statehood exARTHUR SELIGMAN,
to go home.
him
force
to
deavored
can newspaper, but of a RepublicanMayor. cursion, which has since been aban- - ism that does not blind us to see the The boy was drunk, it is said. An in
"Good" in men who do not believe vestigation of the source of the liquor
like we do, and is extremely sincere, he drank is in progress.
and glad of this opportunity to say
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
these few words of praise about this
Roswell, New Mexico.
young man of sterling worth, exceptional ability and comanding appear"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ordinary Cathartics and Pills
ance.
Ranked by United States War DepartHe
is
no
office
there
but
is
young,
and Harsh Physic Cause
Institution."
ment as "Distinguished
within the gift of a grateful people
Army officers detailed by War Depart
too great or too good for this gentleDistressing Complaints
ment.
man.
You cannot be
in the
We hope in the future to have an selection of medicine for children
Thorough Academic course, preparing
3?
opportunity to give Mr. Mabry's bio- - Only the very gentlest bowel medi
young men tor college or business life.
Great amount of open air work. Healthgraphy, that the readers of this paper cine should ever be given, except in
may get acquainted with him. Las emergency cases. Ordinary pills, ca
iest location of any Military School in
Cruces Citizen.
Located in the beautiful
thartics and purgatives are apt to do
the Union.
'
more harm than sood. They eaus
Pecos Valley, the garden spot of the
VL&
a
Why Not Clean Man?
West at an elevation of 3700 feet above
griping, nausea and other distressing
l
Every Republican, and every citizen health-effecthat are frequently
sea level, sunshine every day, but little
for that matter, should read the ex
and a
rain or snow during session.
t'iw1
AAS'ttract from the Albuquerque Journal
Fourteen Officers and Instructors, all
and the Taos News, which we copy annoyance.
A3 T
We personally recommend
and
in this issue. They are graphic proofs
graduates from standard eastern colleges.
ev :,.Ten buildings, thoroughly
that New Mexico is facing a new or guarantee Rexall Orderlies as The
furnished,
safest and most dependable remedy
der of things.
heated, lighted and modern in all res4,
It is natural that in the change for constipation and associate bowel
pects.
from territorial conditions there must disorders. We have such absolute
REGENTS E. A. CAHOON
President,
be a very considerable alteration of faith in the virtues of this remedy
W, G. HAMILTON,
the political map, and it occurs to that we sell it on our guarantee of
5fi
1
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer;
us that it is just the time that the money back in every instance whers
' y yT if"
J 1'
W, M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
whole territory is wise in turning with it fails to give ntire satisfaction
and W. A. FINLAY.
relief to the idea of Nathan Jaffa for and we urge all in need of such medi
For particulars and illustrated cataUnited States senator.
cine to try it at our risk.
There could be no better way of belogue address. Col. JAS.W. WILSON,
HKe
Rexall Orderlies are eaten
ginning the new era than by choosing candy.
are
Superintendent.
particularly
They
such a man on the congressional dele
and agreeable in action,
prompt
gation, for it would show to the coun- may be taken at any time, day or
try a't large that the new state had in
do not cbush diarrhoea, nausea,
mind first the election Of the man night;'
griping, excessive looseness or other
best fitted for the place.
a natThere is in this no semblance of at- undesirable effecK They haveand orural
the
action
glands
upon
of
the
tack or insinuation against any
conmen who have helped to make the gans with which they come in
and regulative
.political
history of New Mexico. tact, act as a positive
There is no need to indulge in any tonic upon the relaxed muscular coat
such a course in bringing forward the of the bowel and its dry mucous linovercome
ing; remove irritation,
name of Nathan Jaffa.
weakness, tone aud strengthen the
The idea speaks for itself.
Residing in New Mexico for the nerves and muscles, and restore the
better part of his busy life time, more bowels and associate organs to more
or less conspicuous in politics during vigorous and healthy activity.
.11 of that time, not one single smirch
Rexall Orderlies completely relieve
cr taint has ever attached itself to constipation, except when of a surhis name. Where can you find anoth- gical character. They also tend to
er man in New Mexico of whom, the overcome the necessity of constantly
30 H. P.
same thing can be said? There have taking laxatives to keep the bowels
$1,500
been gangs and cliques and rings, and in normal condition.) Two sizes of
We repair and care for all makes
all that sort of thing, along with packages, 10 cents and 25 cents. ReGA.SOLINE AtfD SUPPLIES.
scandals galore. No party has been member you can obtain Rexall Remeiirmune from them. They attach to dies in Santa Fe only at our store,
FE GARAGE
Palace Ave.
politics more or less in all common The Rexall Store. The Fischer Drug
wealths. Can any of you who know Company.
v.
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Monastery of Silence Successfully
tablished in Wild Mountains
West of Pekin.

Es-

t

About a hundred miles west of
not far from the Great Wall, is a
region that has beon described as
looking like a sea struck by a cyclone
and then made solid. It is surrounded
by mountain ranges, and is reached
by four or five days' travel from
Pekin over the worst roads known.
In the midst of this wilderness Is a
Trappist monastery in a little valley
a quarter of a mile long. The whole
domain of the monastery is nine
miles long and a mile wide, but only a
little of this is land that can be cultivated.
The foundation dates back 30 years,
when a sum of money was given to a
prelate who had come from China to
a council at the Vatican. With this
money this property was acquired,
and three years afterward the monks
began the labor of establishing the

monastery.
From this small beginning
has
grown a flourishing
establishment
that supports 73 monks and lay
brothers, of whom all but eight are
Chinese. The monastery is conducted
under the same laws of silence that
govern the Trappist order in the rest
of the world. With
patient industry
the monk.s have made a garden in the
wilderness.
t'nllke so many Christian establishments in China this one has had no
trouble with its neighbors. Even the
brigands that haunt the mountains

that surround them have never
lested them.

mo-

Apple Tree One of Nature's Wonders.
"There ain't goin' to be no core."
That
expression of one of
Mark
Twain's
oddest
characters,
"Huck" Finn, is remarkably fitting as
applied to that strangest of horticultural freaks the apple tree of S. W.
Alexander.
The latest of Its several

extraordinary achievements In the
production of a crop of seedless,

coreless apples.
To say that this tree is stepping
lively in the way out of the ordinary
feats is putting It mldly. Within the
year it has produced two crops, each
one greatly different from the other
as to general characteristics in itself
a wonderful achievement and. equally strange, the apples of the second
crop grow in clusters like grapes.
Now as a climax, It turns out that
the second crop Is composed, In a
large part, of seedless, coreless apples. While one or two other trees
may have achieved one of these
things, not one, so far as known, has
accomplished them all.
And the tree is only 3 years old. As
all its achievements are those of a
mere youngster, what may It not do
by the time that it has attained ma-

turity?

pains have been taken
Exwonders. Los Angeles

No especial

ture's

NEW MEXICO CERTIFICATES
OF
INDEBTEDNESS
HOLDERS'
NOTICE.
Certificate of Indebtedness.
To mei-- a casual deficit in the
dated March 1, 1909.
No' ice is In
given to the hold-- i
er? of he f Slowing described Certifi-;Ca'rof im'.cl tf (lh sH that all of the
fame have be n and arc hereby called
for
on March 1, 1911, and
will be
uii'l fdeemed on
at the office of the
Territorial Trcas-ir-rSanta Fe, N.
M., such ctrtifk-aifof indebtedness
being: ?S,.","' fi tr cent certificates
of Indebtedness, to
casual deficit
in the revenues,
utr-- l
March 1st,
lnrt, due March 1, 1:.!4
p. r cent
of issue pajat-lby lot .Mn.uaHy.
At
the drawing held in the office of the
territorial treasurer, t! '
foik.ivimr
numbered cenifica-.vera drawn
and are hereby
ailed for
tion:
Numbers,
21,

press.

"Thinking Up His Fifty Words.
The night letter telegrams have
proved a boon to many, but there are
patrons that find them somewhat baffling.

"Look at that man biting the end
of his pen over there," the manager of
a Broadway office said. "He Is trying
to think what in the world to say to
use up the 50 words he is entitled to.
I like to watch 'em in here at nights.
Most of them have more trouble trying to think up 50 words than they
ever did in keeping their messages
down to ten. There is only one man
who conies in here, sits right down
and writes out his 50 words without
hesitating. Rut he's in business down
south and has been in the habit of
sending long messages for years."
Xew York Sun.
Quiet but Affecting.
Here is an account of "A Quiet Wedding" which reads like a story in the
Billvllle Banner:
"The father of the bride, who never
before had shed a tear, found several
of them rolling down his sunburned
cheeks as he came forward to kiss the
bride, remarking that she was his
'last baby.' Immediately several of
the ladies began to shed tears, everybody was somewhat excited, and in
the slight confusion the writer hereof
found himself embracing a lady who
near and who
stood conveniently
proved not to be his wife. He immediately apologized to the lady and was
He apologized again later
forgiven.
to his wife with no very definite returns up to this date." Atlanta Constitution.

FOR RENT Furnished front rooTn
in modern house. Apply New Mexican.

s

FOR KENT Four roo'n. f.jrnisl.efj
iiouse on y,t;th Den (ias; ir aver. j ;.
Apply at this office.

d

th'-rro- f

,

FOR SALE A nearly new S'r.ith
Premier No. 2 Typewriter. Alfo two
Standard Incubators, in perfect con-

im-p- i

dition.

Apply

iiox

4!0

Santa

Fe

N. M.

TYPEWRITERS.
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons ar.d gup.
lilies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and
typewriters
"G, 38, 43, 4S, 51, 53, 01, 57, fil, CS, 72,
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex78, and 82. Each and e 'e:y one beii.a
Phone 231.
fo the amount of five hundred
dol- change.
s

guar-atit.-e.- ;.

lars.

.SALESMAN wanted to place our
modern
contracts for
protection
against, loss of time. They are an exclusive line. Good opportunities to
earn money and permanent control
of the business. Energy your
only investment.
National
ComCasualty
pany, Detroit, Michigan.
for redemption on March 1, 1911, and
will be cashed and redeemed on preNOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
sentation thereof at the office of the
Territorial Treasurer, Santa Fe, N.
Department of the ln'e'-:orM., such certificates of indebtedness
U. S. Land Office at sar.ta
Fe, N. m.
being: 118,000.00, 6 per cent CertifiFebruary S, lfin.
cates of Indebtedness, "To provide
Notice is
civen that Pascual
funds for ihe completion
of Ar- Vianueva, ofhereby
Calisteo. N. M.. who, on
mories " dated April 1, 1909, due Apr.
Aug. 4, lliua, mads homestead entry
1, 1912, subject to call at any time.
No.
for NW
NE
The numbers now called, being 1 to S
NE
SE
NW
Section
:iC inclusive.
Each and every one be- 15. Township 13 N., Range 11,
9 E., N. M.
of
the amount of five hundred dol- P. Meridian, has filed notice of in'en-tioing
lars.
to make final five year proof, to
All such certificates of indebtedestablish claim to the land above deness cease to draw interest from and scribed, before Register or Receiver,
U. S. land office at Santa Fe, N. M.,
after March 1, 1911.
Dated at Santa Fe, New Mexico, on the 22nd day of March, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jan. 30th, 1911.
Bentura
Juan Vianueva,
Anaya,
M. A. OTERO,
Treasurer of the Territory of New Cruz Archuleta, all of Ga'isteo, N. M.,
and Julio Montoya. of Palma, N. M.
Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
NOTICE.
Notice is hereby given that a meet-'- .
ing of the stockholders of the Santa
lo Extension Company, a corporation
under and by virtue of the laws ot
the Territory of New Mexico, is hereby called and will be held at the of
if1
fice of said corporation at.
No. 14,1 iH
Laughlin Mock, City of Santa Fe, Terif
v
ritory of New Me xico, on the 24th day
of February, lyii. at 4:00 p. m., for
the purpose of electing a new board!
of directors and reorsanzing the com
pnny and to consider ways and means
be
Considered
for paying the company's indebtedness and the possible sale of a part
or all of the company's property for
the purpose of paying said debts and
the
for the purpose of considering
1
pioposition to dissolve the said cordisand
business
wind
its
up
poration,
pose of its assets.
This meeting is called by the un
dersigned, who are holders of morej
of the outstanding capthai,
ccxry
ital stock of the company having voting power, because a legal meeting
1
cannot otherwise be called.
.INO. H. KNAEBEL.
R . H. HANNA.
FRANCIS C. WILSON.
All such certificates
of indebtedness cease to draw interest from and
after March 1, 1911.
Notice is also hereby given to Upholders of the following described
Certificates of Indebtedness that all
of the same have been hereby called

,
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Foley Kidney Pills are a reliable
rheumatism
remedy for backache,
and urinary irregularities. They are
tonic in action, quick in results and
afford a prompt relief for all kidney
Sold at the Capital
disorders.
Pharmacy.

ZOOK'S
PHARMACY.
j

THE EDISON
fry

:

Is

IS THE BEST

A

PHONOGRAPH
Tone purity, ease of operation durability unequalled

V

The Place to buy
them is a t the

5

The Santa Fe Trail
Curio Store

"Claire" Building

g

-
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RIDE IN THE MOON

Queen Alexandra at Coronation.
The whole of the crown regalia In
the Jewel house at the Tower of London is now being overhauled and
burnished for the coronation next
June, while a new state crown is being prepared for Queen Mary. This
will be very similar to that worn by
Queen Alexandra at the previous ceremony. Queen Alexandra will, by the
way, wear this crown again, and will
sit on the left hand of the king during
the whole ceremony. It is many years
since the mother of a British sovereign last assisted at a coronation.
Not That Way.
"I wish I were an actor star!"
"What makes you wish that?"
"So I wouldn't have to work."
"Indeed, actor stars have to work."
"No, they don't. All these papers
I ve been reading talk about the stars
being supported by their companies."
One on Him.
"Sometimes I think all the women
should be transported beyond the
sea," remarked the
woman hater. "Yea, give us a stag
nation."
"Yes," retorted the crispy young
club woman, "that is Just what it
would be a stagnation."
Helping the Gentle Reader.
"Who is that Mr. Flubber you are
always writing about?" asked the fair

PRICES
To

Suite Every Purse

Ranging From

$15

to$200

-

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED OUR NEW
LINE OF LADIES MUSLIN UNDERWEAR WHICH IS NOW ON : : : :

SPECIAL SALE
AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER.
PLEASE CALL NO TROUBLE TO SHOW
GOODS EVEN

IF YOU

DO NOT PURCHASE

querist.

"Oh," he's an Imaginary person,"
answered the Jokesmith.
"I should think you'd publish a cast
if characters sometimes."

ADOLF

SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

CO

f

PA&'t

FOU- -

THE SANTA FE NEW

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
PAUL A. F. WALTER
FRANK P. STURGES,
and Superintendent.
Editor and President.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Secretary-Treasurer- .

Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa Fe Postoffice.
Daily, six months, by mail
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
2."
Daily, per week, by carrier
Daily, per month, by carrier... .75
05
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

$3.50
1.00
2.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

It is sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico.
a
and
circulation
and
has
growing
large
in
the
Territory,
every postoffice
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
fUUNyfcjl

the most beautiful poems is published today, taken from the Artesia Advocate, from the pen of Ruth L.
Skeen, kin no doubt of Dr. U. P.
Skeen, who was in Santa Fe reprein
the
senting his constituency
The New
constitutional assembly.
Mexican has made it a pratice for
many years to publish poems of local
interest, no mattr where it found
them, so that its files have become
a repository of prartically all of them
in the years past.

go back thousands
of years, long before the Incas conquered Peru, and will tell a story of
that will
archaeological revelations
astound even those who thought they
were familiar with the civilization of
Our
the plateau of Lake Titicaca.
own Professor Bandelier has made
discoveries
important archaeological
in that fertile field and the Metropolitan Museum, New York, is rich in relics that were brought from that distant shore where the aboriginal civilization of the western
hemisphere
reached its highest development. Says
the Denver News in speaking of Professor Nelson's lecture there on Friday evening of last week:
Professor Nelson, who was introduced by Joel K Vaile, described and
illustrated with views the various degrees of culture in the different parts
of Peru before and after the coming
of the Incas, who, as tradition says,
descended from one born of the sun
and moon. The Incas appeared at
the beginning of the twelfth century
and became the conquering tribe.
i
n.u.
j hm nar,
a
HclL lliaU 11 CU 111 l ciu l,lfVV
J
ago, however, has been shown, said

fessor Nelson will
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Fianza Oflcial,
Fianza Oflcial

1-- 2

Fianza para Guardar la Paz,

1-- 2

P

Ruler,

Secretary.
F. W. FARMER.
Homestead No. 2879.
B?:iherhood of American Yeoman
Meet Second and Fourth Thursdays,
Delgado's Hall.
H. Foreman C. G. Richie.
Cor. Sec. Mrs. Daisy Fanner.

Independent Order of Beavers.
Santa Fe Dam No. 80, I. O. B. holds
its regular session at 8 p. m. Friday
evening of each week at Elks' Lodge
Room. Visiting Brothers are always
welcome.

k

2

Oldsct Banking Institution

In

Wxl9. gstabiished In 1370

$150,000
80.000

-

Transacts a general banking business In all Its branch.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customers. Buys and cl!s

c

of money to all parts of the civilized wsrld on as libera! terras
as are given by any money transmiting agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate f three
par cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advance made on consign menu f Hvest&cW auvJ products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the
banking line,
and aiens to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- ing. Safety deposit boxes for rent. The patronage of the
aubiic is respecfully solicited

2

Santa Fe Lodge ot Perfection No. 1
14th degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Fiee Masonry meets
on the third Monday of eacn month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening ib
Masonic Hall, houth side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
'
.
dially invited to attend.
32.
S. SPIT
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.

HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGH.NpROP,

One

of the Best Hotels

in

2

Cuisine ard
Table Service
Uuex celled

1-- 4

j

1--

sheet

Final Proof.

EDWARD C. BURKE,
President.
OTERO,
Secretary.

1-- 2

CiOS

2

sheet

Contest Against
sheet
Entryman,
Notice of Intention to make final
Affidavit of

WASHINGTON AVENUE

RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL
COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.
Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Rooms en suite with private bath an 1 phone.
FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM, FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN
Proprietor.

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

HOTEL
ONE OF THE BEST SHORT ORDER RESTAURANTS

CUISINE

Contest Notice,
sheet.
ft 1 met.
Yearly Proof,
Affidavit to be filed before contest,

Room for Commercial Travelers

MONTEZUMA HOTELS

sheet.

1--2

Large Sample

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

$3.00.

General License, 60 In Book, $3.00.
Nos. 13 and 14. $2.70 each. Postage
25c each.
Notification ol Change In Assess
ment by Assessor, 100 in Book. $3.75.
Assessor's Notice of Assessment,
100 in Book. 75c
County Superintendent's Warrant,
50 in Book, 35c.
Poll Tax Receipt. 60 In Book. 25c
8
Poll Books for City Election,
pages, 60c.
ot Claimant,
Proof, Testimony
full sheet.
Desert Land Entry, Declaration of
full sheet
Applicant,
2
Deposition of Witness.

the West

ROOMS IN SUITE WITH PRIVATE BAT.'I

1--

B.

PROFESSIONAL

5

Juramento,

y

Caminos, 25c.
Llbres de Recibo de Capltacion, 50
en un libro, 25c.
Noticia de Asesores de Asesamento
100 en un libro. 75c.
Contrato de Combustible. 2 pliego.
Documento Sin Garantla,
pliego.
Option, 2 sheet
Notas Obligacioneo, 25c por 68.
Libros Certificados de Bonos, $L
Libros de Recibos Supervisores ds
Libros de Eleccion de Dlrectores
de Escuela, 4, 6, y 8 paglnas, 20c, 30c
y 40c.
Applicacion por Llcencla d Matrl-monipliego.
4
Certiflcado de Muorte,
pliego.
Certiflcado de Naclmento,
pliego.
Reglstracion de Falleclmentos y
Muertes, 25c.
Juez de Paz, Repertorlo Criminal y
Civil, $4.
New Mexico Supreme Court Reports,
Nob. 1 and 2, full leather, $6.50 a volume; 3 to 12 Inclusive, S3.30 each;
Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full sheet, $6.50. Postage 25c.
Retail Liquor License. 60 in Book,

7:30 p m.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

MANUEL

pliego.

2

Formula de Enumeraclon, 2 pliego.
Contrato entre los Dlrectores y Preceptors,
pliego.

Monday
M phonic Hall at

Exaltei

4

pligeo.

St

J. D. SENA,

li

BlBFllff

6h

domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer

pliego.

b. p. o. e.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, E. P. O. IV,
holds its regular session on the sac-ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
A. J. FISCHER,
nd welcome.

B. BEAD, CasMei.

.
.
Capital Stock
Undivided
and
Profits
Surplus

pliego.

No.
ivmr.lftV'
In
each

Hee-iilft-

First

Ww

Printed and foi sale by New Mexl
ean Printins Company, Santa Fe, N.

i

Santa l'e Commandeiy
T

i.

FRISK MAKE, Assistant Cashier.

OF SAHTA FE.

BLANKS

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
R. A. M.
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic
7:30 p. m.
Hall
JOHN H. WALKER, H. P.
SELIG MAN, Secretary.
If

President.

1

CHAS. E. LINNET. Secretary.

1

PALES.

ff he

Dentistry a Specialty.

Office: Chars. Clossoa'i Barn.
Day Phone, Black 9.
Night Phone, Main 184.
Out of town calls promptly as-vwered.

il. H. DORMAN,
Master.

AND

TABLE

IN THE CITY

SERVICE GOOD

LOCATED IN THE CENTRAL PART OF CITY
HOT AND GOLD BATHS.
ELEOTRIO LIGHTS
E very Room
RATES 50o t
G. LUPE HERRERA, Prop.
a Good One.
1,00 per

da;

2

ATTORNEYS AT LAW
Chaa. F. Easley,

Chas. R. Easley.

Santa

Estancla.

Fe.
EASLEY

& EASLEY,

Attorney-at-La-

2
sheet
proof,
Additional Entry,
320 Homestead
Entry,
1--

sheet

1-- 2

Montezuma Ave

1-- 2

Relinquishment

Ap-

sheet.

2
1-- 4

kw

a

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

Two Blocks From Depo.
One Block West of Capito

Capital Hotel
TELEPHONE

Small Holding Proof, Affidavit of
plicant, full sheet

sheet
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet
Attorney-at-LaPoll Books for Town Election, S
Mining and Land Law.
Mexico. pages, 40c.
Taos,
Poll Books, Election of School Di
rectors, 4, 6 and 8 pages, English, 20c,
C. W.
WARD
30c and 40c.
Territorial District Attorney
Road Supervisor's Receipt, 60 In
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
Las Vegas, - - - New Mexico Book, 25c.

....

m''Wi!klMIITTOif''

124126

sheet

McKEAN

WILLIAM

88

BLACK

HANDSOME ROOMS
AMERICAN OR
EUROPEAN PLAN

ATTRACTIVE DINING
kOOM-Go-

Proprietor, Mrs.

L. C. KENNEDY.

Stamps, Etc.

Santa Fe, N. M

Tsfeptott

1-- 2

35c

Service.

od

COURTEOUS TREATMENT

One line stamp, not over 2
Inches
long, 15c; each addltonal line, 10c

Practice in the District Courts as extra.
well as before' the Supreme Court of
Local daters, any town and date for
the territory.
ten years, $1.00.
Las Cruces. . New Mexico
Regular line daters, for ten years,

Spanish-Am-

.Mmr-tlnn-

college of Chicago,
' Work of All Kinds Solicited.

1--

ARTHUF

J.

L, A. BOGHES,

.

"i

g

R.

4

,

.'polar

DR. C. M. RILEY.

j

FEBRUARY 13, 1911.

MONDAY,

2

s

Spanish-America-

M.

Butchers' Bond,
sheet.
Sheriffs' Monthly Report of
sheet.
censes,
Montezuma Lodge No
Spanish Blanks.
1, a. F. & A. M. Re
Auto de Arreato.
pliego.
communication!
tnai
Auto de Prision, 4 pliego.
first Monday of eaci
Declaracion Jurada, 4 pliego.
month a Masonic ha."
Certiflcado de Nombramierto,
at 7.30 p. na-

u

Ml

S.

(Veterinary Physician and 8urgeon.
Graduate of McKillep's
reterinary

j

MASONIC.

(J

;

SOCIETIES

FRATERNAL

ern roads, but in the future it will be
relieved of the necessity of expending
of
Is
what
boast
Santa Fe may now
large sums of money for some of those
practically an auto speedway, in addiand will be in nosition to
.., nnj r..
,1
tion to being a Illguwuv iui nauc.rt it, pnnstnii't mnilpl hiirhwnvs mid hririETPK
.
is twenty miles long ana extenus irom
1...
nnftwinm. r9
systematic manner. The Good 7T e
...........
luc i.
uoaus movement nas suuiiv iewi the ages of ancient places which were
the village of jx Bajada, which is on;Mexi0O aml jt ,mlst not be forgotten
the .Scenic Highway from Santa Fe.(hat the frst irapetus was given by ruins before the Spanish conquest,
The speedway was H(m H 0 Bllrsum when superin-i- telling their story of former architecto Albuquerque.
and artistic development when
part constructed by Superintendent ten(jPnt o ,he territorial penitentiary. tural
Clinton .1. Crandall, in part by the It was he, who first put convicts to America was supposed to be young
Good Roads Commission and in part work on the Scenic Highway up the down in that southern land of Peru
of
which were
by the board of county commissioners. Santa Fe canon.
After all the good the monuments
wonderful
with
picIt consists of several tangents, each roads are constructed, that road, bo illustrated
several miles long, and only two diffi- superbly planned, will be the peer of tures. These showed in detail the ancult hills, one of which replaces the them all. for there will be no other cient designs, conventional and willy
climb at Cieneguilla which formerly road quite approaching
the scenic figures, animals and birds. The
in various degrees bore strikmade the trip to Albuquerque a prob- grandeur, the attractiveness to tourlem for automobiles, and the other ists, of this highway over the divide ing resemblance to the ancient Assythe famous La Bajada hill, over which to the Pecos, which it will be the hon- rian and in some respects to the old
the road drops into the Rio Grande or and the credit to the Mills adminis- Etruscan and Grecian paintings on
vases.
valley from a steep lava declivity. On tration to complete this summer.
this last hill, something like $10,000
Textile ware with all the implein convict and Indian labor and cash
and the work basket or work
ments,
THE SLEEPING GIANT.
were expended and it is the finest exof the ancient Peruvian dame,
lesNew
bag
Mexico
a
have
politicians
New
in
ample of good roads building
son to learn from the result of the sculpture with gods defying various
Mexico. There is not a single habielection in Arizona, even as
the vegetables, brought out many new
tation along this speedway and a party
in New Mexico conveyed a salu- points in the figures of the scientific
in two automobiles made the entire result
admonition.
In Arizona, Repub- chain which is the work of archaeotrip on Saturday, from Santa Fe to tary
licans
with
Democrats in ap- logists.
joined
in
21
miles,
the church of La Bajada,
"The potato god," said Professor
one hour, and returned in the same proving a most radical constitution;
an effort at they did so despite advice from so Nelson, showing that picture, "brings
short time, without
a source as President Taft. out an important fact and that is we
speeding, although the speedometers jhigh
per cent of the people refused are indebted to the ancient Peruvians
occasionally indicated as high as 35 Eighty
to follow leadership that twenty years
for the potato."
miles an hour as the two automobile
ago could have led them as the Pied
Various bits of jewelry, and espesped along, side by side, for several
of
Hamlin led the children out
Piper
miles.
the ear plugs, would interest
cially
of the ancient town.
Times have
This piece of roadway, which is part
the society women of today.
and
so
have
changed
people
changed
of the proposed Camino R"1 from
The method of burial nobles be- quickly with them, that the political
Raton to El Paso, and of wiu.li por- leaders
not
are
yet altogether wise tojing buried beneath huge towers, others
tions arc already constructed, and Oth- the
The newspapers buried in deep graves after having
transformation.
reconstrucer parts, although needing
are
the
is
that
agency
bringing about been wrapped in mummy sacks
tion, are in daily use, is an example
People read and think were all 3hown.
by co- the change.
of what can be accomplished
for themselves. And it is therein
That the Peruvians had means of
operation and adopting a systematic lies the difference between the that
pres- moving stones weighing as much 'as
the
When
methods.
modern
and
plan
ent and the past. Voters have learn- SCO tons these stones carried
Good Roads Commission attempted to
great
ed that governments exist for
the distances from.. "ftJe
quarries is evi- straighten out and reconstruct the
and
not
for
the
the
people
rlmippH .Tn tlm ,nina nf tho nl1 Tint.
road from Santa Fe to Albuquerque, people,
sake of governments.
In the days!""'
it was met right at the start by ths of
5f todaythe divine right of kings,
difficulty of securing the consent of
That modern surgery with the woi- tt,
,n
nnt;
elimithe people at Agua Fria for the
vit0'rt w
, 4V.iders of trepanning was known to
nation of the dozens of unnecessary
these
Professor Nelson exThe
few
to
'dared
thajt
whisper plainedPeruvians,
ditches that crossed the main highway aking.
of
skulls
photographs
by
were
doubt
rohed to the gallows
and made a good automobile road imwre
oprashow!d
P,ai?,y
Then came the
was ob- or to the guj
No compromise
remove
to
possible.
been
had
tions
performed
of thur republics and the people
tainable and Superintendent Crandall day
pressure on the brain.
of the Indian school put a number of began tgf assert themselves. They
The ancient Peruvians were not at
which
fornvAnted
in
governments
Indian boys to work with scrapers to
fashions
all negligent of
had
but
still
the
say,
clung
they
school
from
the
lay out a road running
as was shown by pictures of ancient
to
of
the
idea
form
that
the
governto the crossing of the Santa Fe riwr
ment was a higher and more sacred head dresses, one resembling a modseven miles away.
They did pfieir
than the good of the people: ern turban with its low head band
work well. There was not a Single matter
form must not be changed and flow of feathers.
the
that
a
not
limitation
to
ditch
cross,
single
There have been no hobble skirts
under
circumstances and that
any
t
off
cuts
to pass, and incidentally-fdiscovered
must
of
fathers
the
the
up to date, the Peruvian
interpretation
two miles between S&nyax Fe and Al
be adhered to in the minutest partic- gentlemen seeming to be In the asat
and
time
tn'same
buquerque
are
ular for all time to come. There are cendancy so far as discoveries
an excellent speedway.
to
even
in
fads
of
whose
astute
this
the
dress.
day,
concerned,
lawyers,
Santa Fe cotrngave $1,000 toward
to any argument is the
The mystery and romance which
the road conduction over La Bajada final answer
of a precedent a hundred has always surrounded Peru in the
hill and thf road is completed to the citation
years old. They do not and cannot mind of every reader who devoured
Sandovay county line. It is up to San- reason
for themselves, and are there-"for- e Prescott's "Conquest" 'In youthful enso
doval, ''county now to do its part
horrified by any manifestation thusiasm tound a most entertaining
that the road to the Bernalillo county such as was given by the people of
and instructive supplement last night
line might be placed in first class Arizonna last
week, when the voters
these modern archaeological
shape. Bernalillo county has just giv approved by overwhelming majority a through
gifts.
en $0,000 to complete the road into
colconstitution that shakes the very
Albuquerque. By the end of summer, umns that support the representative
COLLECTING DELINQUENT
there should be something like 75 form of government.
TAXES.
miles of superb automobile highway
The New Mexican believes the peoMuch
credit
between the capital and metropolis.
belongs to District Ata
of Arizona made
mistake; they
of Socorro in pressing
Griffith
Santa Fe county should contribute to- ple
torney
permitted the pendulum to swing too the collection of taxes,
wards the putting in of several cul- far
just as District
in the radical direction, they will
C. Abbott is doing in
verts that are needed between Santa some
E.
Attorney
and
their
yet
action,
day regret
Fe and La Bajada and to surface the
the lesson administered Santa Fe county. There is no reason
road up the steep hill half way be- incidentally
must be heeded. Even in New Mexi- in equity or in law, why one man
tween this town and La Bajada.
co, the sleeping giant of popular dem- should be shown more leniency in the
From Santa Fe. toward Las Vegas,
collection of taxes than another. In
ocracy is rousing himself. The
parts of two, roads are completed. To erican
deemed the very fact, it is the rule, that the poor taxvoters,
finGlorieta, a superb road has been
bulwark of conservatism, are assert- payer pays much more promptly than
ished by the Good Roads Commission,
themselves in a manner that the the man who is wealthy or who holds
ing
while up the Santa Fe canon over older school of statesmen cannot un- vast bodies of land for mere speculatfce Dalton divide, the Scenic Highway
derstand. Of the votes cast against tive purposes. Says the Socorro Chiefis finished almost to the Pecos where the safe and sane New Mexico consti- tain:
it is to join the road down the rivar
f
came from
"Socorro county has at last arrived
tution, more than
which connects with the road to Glovoters.
The two at the distinction of being in class A.
Similarly,
to
Las
and
Vegas.
rieta
counties that cast the largest vote
"To be in this class the law rethe road from Raton, across Raton
the constitution were San Mi- quires that the county's collection of
against
Colorado
pass, to connect with the
guel and Bernalillo, in both of which taxes under the territorial levy, or,
Santa Fe Trail highway, is completed the
s
have the ma- in other words, for territorial purand in fine shape, while south from
jority of votes. It was in Rio Arriba poses shall amount in one year to
to
Cimarron
runs
road
a
good
Raton,
and Taos, almost altogether Spanish-Americaand is about to be completed to Ute
that the most determined
"For the year 1910, Socorro county's
Park and over Taos pass to Taos, opposition to the constitution was treasurer remitted
to the territorial
there to connect with a third road to manifested, although both Republican treasurer for territorial
purposes the
conto
be
is
which
too,
Santa Fe,
and Democratic leaders worked for it sum of $35,011.86.
Cruz.
of
Santa
structed soon, by way
in those counties, but in this instance,
"The total amount of taxes collect-teSome of the counties have done
so accustomed
of
the
many
people,
in the county for the last year
well in contributing toward Good to
refused to follow. There was $129,524.75.
Santa Fe county has lately willleadership,
Roads.
be no turning back. The days of
"This is a handsome sum to be
given $?.,000; 'Bernalillo county has the reactionary are past. There must
paid into the county treasury, and a
county
just given $0,000; San Miguel
to
reasonable popular
be concessions
has given $3,000 to the Mora road. demands, there must not only be pro large part of the collection was due to
energetic work by District Attorney
Dona Ana county is raising $20,000 for
but also progessiveness, and the John E. Griffith.
its portion of El Camino Real; Sornr.EV
V- -,
nvinn Win
t
"Mr. Griffith saw that a tremendous
ro and Grant counties together have
fls,PI1dancv if it eives amount of
was being
given $0,000 for the Mogol.on road;
awa kening, and
In forcing the collection of
done.
and
Chaves, Lincoln, Otero Luna
at
the
themgelves
acEddy counties have all given liberally head of a movement that eventually taxes long past due, he acted in
the requirements of
cordance
with
and Colfax county set the pace m will mean
nothing more than the gov- his oath of office and of his own senss
Other counties
good roads building.
ernment by and for the people, that of
moveto
the
fairness and justice."
have not yet responded
the immortal Lincoln emphasized in
ment. Sandoval, Taos, Rio Arriba, are his
Gettysburg address. The people
It might be worth while some one's
among the counties that thus far are will rule, whether old landmarks have
modern
for
systematic,
doing nothing
shibboleths dis- time to collect the fugitive verses
to fall or
road building, although they annually appear on account of it or not, wheth- that have New Mexico for their
waste a good deal in labor and cash er old leaders must be discarded and theme and compile them in a dainty
for patching up roads that are hardly new ones chosen or not, the govern- volume. It would be necessary only
worthy of the name.
ment, is for the people and not the peo- to go over the files of the New MexiAs soon as Santa Fe county is rid ple merely for the government.
can the past thirty years and gather
of its debt, it will contribute largely
from them poems 'that have heen puba
of
hub
to making Santa Fe the
THE CIVILIZATION OF THE INCAS lished by local hards or my poets
series of superb highways in every
No one should miss the lecture this who were moved by the charm of
to
.
Every road will lead
evening in the high school auditori- the southwest to weave into their
feanta Fe, and this will be made the um, of Professor Nels C. Nelson of verses something of the mystery or
or
aiuomoime
favorite resort
The the sunshine of this glorious country.
Fe coun- the University of California.
all over the country,. Santa
of Perhaps, none of the poems are perone
Incas
of
not
the
is
only
story
mms of money
ty has expended large
historic interest, but the romance of fect, not one may be great, and yet,
permanent
for
in late years
house, the Conquest of Peru is one that nev- they would all appeal to thoBe who
such as a modern coutt
One of
mod- - er fails to arouse interest But Pro- - love home and New Mexico.
and
bridleModern Jail, modern
AN AUTO
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RENEHAN & DAVIE8
Facsimile signature stamps, with
A. B. Renehan
E. P. Davlet wood cut $1.50.
BOTTLING
Attorneys at Law.
sheet
Warranty Deed,
Practices in the Supreme and Dissmmmi
fltaMd
2
water.
frosa
Claim
MERRY ERtCK.
Quit
Deed,
sheet
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note
specialty. Office in Cauon Block.
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
2
Santa Fe
New Mexico sheet
Replevin Writ
sheet
E. C. ABBOTT
Replevin Affidavit 4 sheet
Open Day and Night
Attorney-at-LaPeace Proceedings, Comolalnt
Practice in the District and Su- sheet
La Salle Restaurant
preme Courts. Prompt and careful
Warrant
sheet
attention given to all business.
CHAS. GANN, Prop,
Commitment
sheet
Santa Fe
New Mexle
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet
basket leaves Monday Tuesday Two boora below F. Andrews Store
Attachment Bond, 4 sheet
Returns Thursday and Friday.
G. W. PRICHARD
REGULAR MEALS 25c,
Attachment Writ, 4 sheet
Attorney and ConseMor-at-LaAttachment Summons as Garnishee, AGENCY atO. K. Barber Shop
SHORT
Practice in all the District Courts
ORDERS AT ALL HOURS
sheet.
F
Mrs.
O.BROWN
and gives special attention to cases
Agent
Execution, 4 sheet
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5
00!
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Phone No 23 Red
Summons, 4 sheet
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
French Noodle order 20c. dish.
Certificate of Brand. 4 sheet
If vou want anvthina on earth try
New ork Chop Sucy ttc. otsh.
sheet
Shep Contract
HARRY D. MOULTON,
a New Mexican Want Xd.
Justice of the Peace Blank
sheet
Appeal Bond.
Appeal Bond, Criminal, 2 sheet
Attorney-at-LaAppearance Bond, 2 sheet
Stock Blanks.
Bill
of
Sale
Animals Hearing VenSanta Fe, N. M.
dor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet
Bill of Sale, in Books of 26 Blanks,
Formarly Special Agent. G. L. O.
40c per book.
BUI of Sale Animals not Bearing
Land Claim and Contests a Specialty
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery, 14
.
TO
sheet
R. W. WITTMAN
Bill of Sale,
sheet
Draftsman
Authority to Gather, Drive and
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office Handle Animals Bearing Owner's Re
' - New Mexico corded Brand,
sheet
Santa Fe,
Save Mafley and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells
Authority to Gather. Drive and
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS,
Handle Animals Not Bearing Owners
PRO BERT A COMPANY
Recorded Brand, 2 sheet
Investments
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS..
Contrato de Partldo,
pliego.
Lands, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
Paynbta Throughout the United States. Canada. Vex
pliego.
Escrltura de Uenuncla,
Money Loaned for Investors.
Documento Garantlsado.
pliego.
We have for sale genera stocks of
and all Foreigr Countries.
2
Hinoteca de Blenes Muebles,
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard and
other Business Opportunities through- pliego.
REMITTANCES SENT BY
Documento de Hipoteca,
pliego.
out Taos county.
extensa
Documento
Garantizado,
Bank References Furnished.
New Mexico forma entera, full sheet
Taos
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last evening. Th return trip will be'
started
early this morning.
PERSONAL MENTION.
"The party consisted of Mr. i:hd Mrs.
Nathan Jaffa, Mayor and Mrs. Arthur!
Tt hns bepn n't
tiy sliwn ths
Mr. and Mrs. James S!:i;-- j
Seligman,
ii
fresh
air,
rest,
,t
f'..,.i.
Mrs. J. G. Schumann will not be
many persons befcu:t ft::,' fiuiu t'iben-u-'I.-),,,, man, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Moulton. Mr,:
at home tomorrow.
r
losis. But, to
it niu::t and Mrs. R. 1'. Krvien. Mr. S. C. Cart-be admitted that t
W. R. Pyke, a rancher liom Hooper. more than "arrest.:, i."t !'ris. is neldntn wnc.nr, Mr. .i.
( larK,
Mr.
rrani;
Something mop)
is needed.
Colo., is at the Palace.
Eckman's Alterative is a medicine made Owen. Mr. H. B Lewis and Mr. ArT'.
cure
of
for
the
Francis G. Lea, a soap salesman of ed
It lias cur-- n thur f.rlfiin.
this disease
a:i.l
Often
"Mr. Owen, who is superinti nd nt
Peoria, 111., is at the Palace.
:i e::ecu-tthese cures have
where the
wer.-.
of the Santa Fe Electric Light and
surrmindinps
M
wt,..re
i.iffll,
C. E. Buchert, a typewriter salescare
was
t
Intelligent
'ken of the patient, Power Company, did the driving in
where money way m
man, is here from Denver, Colo.
Rood food ami
pood cooking- units. j;, resnlt-- I one car; Mr. Clark was chauffeur for
Miss A. M. Creed, a t wrist, from ed. Now we arpn.. ; yetnrt-- tires
Kok-that
.........1 car Xo. 2, and Mr. Lewis controlled
,..
man
s
i
ho
Alterative
lie,
South Bend, Ind., is at the Palace.
ease of Tuherculo. j, in B.MItlun
to Ko.,a .' the destinies of the third machine
food, aiM fresh air, which
William E. Turner, hardware sales- nourishing
Mr. Griffin was mechanician
for all
need.
man from Kansas City. is at the Mon- allThe facts the evi.
of cures that three cars and managed to keep tilings
fibeen
made
have
tezuma.
reading
any very serious
A remarkable cur., f..:
--t'nij
U elUon, llh moving without

Climafe Failed
Medicine Cured.

j

They Fit Perfectly
Yes Madam, We "DO" recommend

i

CAPITAL 850,000.00
Does a General Banking

I

Business

h'.iii-M-

I

C. B.

j

Your Patronage Solicited
President

N. B. LAUGH LI N,

H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
Asst. Csseier

W. E. GRIFFIN,

A.

INSURANCE
Pni.
rur Don

FURNISHED AND

UN-FU-

BUILDINGS,

C WATSON
A.

(C.

19 San Francisco

& COMPANY

BISHOP.)

Phone. Red So'. 189

St.

of Life is

Cotton Felt Mattresses That Assure that comfort.
We have also some exquisite new Parlor Suits,
polished mahogony and quarter oak tables for
the library and many other things. Lace and
Arabian Curtains, all Sizes and Designs, have
arrived. Also some superb Carpets.

Furniture

R

EXPERT EMBALMERS

&

8. in a. m. connect with No 3 westbound, No. 10 eastbound.
Returning arrive i.t Santa Fe 12:10

Xo. 1, west-

bound.

Returning arrive at Santa Fe,

C

:

30

P. m.
9

7:20 p. m. conect with No. 7 and
westbound; No. 4 and 8 eastbound.
Returning arrive at Saiua Fe
ll-.l-

P. m.

MUCH

WE

Co.

Real Estate

rOi Da4
item

En

W. N. Townsend & Co.
THE PRICE MAKER

and

calT

J0SEPH

B HAyward,
Santa Fe Abstract' Realty

on or

Roora N0, 8 Capital City Bank

address

k

MULLIGAN

130

.

Manager,
&

,nsurance

Buildin' Sant a

Fe

N

RISING

1 O

RED
AND

.'V7Tw.

IF Its Cut
or hollow)

any

e

AVE

SATISFACTORILY

-

Just

Man-derfiel-

DONE.

FIRST CLASS

BATH

ROOM

Mrs. Easley, Mrs. C. L. Miller, Miss

T. W. ROBERT S

Johnston.

O.K. BARBERSHOP
247 San Francisco StSanta Fe,

lOOD'YS

N

IFOR

M

HACK LINE

From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.
Leavea Barranca on the
the north bound train and
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than
way. Good covered hack
teams.

othr

deno to &le
sxierT Oonaforttxtl.
'Ela.l.KLg

FARE

food

Pit

Ssr S5.00.

II you want anythlng,pn
a New Mexican Want Ad.

eann

ry

:

Fresrf air and exercise, with proper food and a sufficient amount of
sleep are the essentials.
Under such a regime of living,
germs cannot develop and many diseases are prevented.
Should the system require a tonic,
take only such as you know their Ingredients such as Vinol, which Is a
delicious combination of the health-givin- g
properties of the cod's livers,
with all the useless grease eliminated
and tonic iron added, happily blended in a mild, medicinal wine.
For this reason Vinol is regarded
as one of the greatest body builders
and invigorators for aged people. It
Co. Invigorates and builds them up and
keeps them up.
We sell Vinol with the understandIf it does not give satisfac
ing
try tion that
the price will be returned. Capital Pharmacy.

American Druggists
Syndicat- ePremium remedies are not patent medicines, every premium remedy guar
anteed as represented or your money
back. A. D. S. cough remedy and
cold tabjets are unexcelled, get them
now, they cost so more than the
inferior kind. Sold only by the Ca-

arrival ot pital Pharmacy.
arrive at

any
and

AL0NG LIFE

THE CAPITAL

PHARMACY
Successors to

Stripling-Burrow-

s

If you went anything on
New Mexican Want Ad.

&

--

DAY

SANTA FE MOTORISTS
STILL ON THEIR WAY.
(Continued

No piece with-

We
.

-

geiHS

f

kind-Novei-ti- es

Work

or any-

!

We Guarantee Satisfaction

at

UAWKES

The Popular Gift Store.
S.

SPITZ, Manufacturing Jeweler.
taBSMsmmsEsmBsmsn

in Fresh:

Necktie
you
FIND

will
IT

THE

iift.f

JUST RECEIVED

nmnlpfp
fLUllipiClC

OUR SPRING LINE

EVER

SI,0WN

SANTA

FE.

ALL COLORS, SHAPES AND SHADES

PRICES RIGHT.

TRY

Pimento Cheese
Fresh Potato Chips

From Page One.)

The trip was made in five hours and
30c. Doz
a half and Mr. Jaffa believes he can Kansas Eggs
cut the time in two after a road has
35c. Doz
been built between Albuquerque and RailSaS KaflCH tggS
the Sandoval county line.
"
50c. Doz
"Arriving in Albuquerque the party 'v Eggs
secured accommodations at the Alva- rado and took dinner together thare EggS from Connell S Sanitary
Poultry Farm, every egg

0lMiM

Pays!

!

Does

do work that

many don't suspect.
Quit and try

45c. Doz

guaranteed

COFFEE

Primrose Butter none

EXCLUSIVE

better
35c. pound,

made

POSTUM

WATCHES CLOCKS, and everything
you can desire in the Jewelry line.

II. S. Kaune & Co.

II. C. Yontz The Reliable Jeweler.

San Francisco St.

"There's a Reason"

DARK PLACES

For Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

Designs in Filigree Work,
Cut Glass, Silverware, Flat and Hollow,
in the Newest Designs.

GOLD AND S1VER NOVELTIES OF ALL KINDS

well-mad- e

WIRE UP THOS

Y,

Mark on it
genuine.

out this Trade

24 our Electric Service
.A

flat

thing
quality in
our line.

Lie-nau-

Whenever you want an easy sbave
As good as barbers ever Rave,
Just call on me at my salon
At morn or eve or busy noon
I'll curl and dress tbe hair with grace
I'll suit tbe contour of your face,
My razor sharp and scissors keen.
My shop Is neat and .owelsare clean
And everything I think you'll And
To suit the taste and please the mind.

re

Jewelry-o-

Filigree

Pages,

PALACE

Glass-Silverwa-

Firtrr,iiers
of

"

143

PICTURE FRAbiinG TASTEFULLY

M.

j

Funeral Directors &
Licensed Embalmers
daIhoht

SANTA FE, N.

j

bank BUILDING.

Completly renovated and placed in best
The most centrally locatof condition.
ed and modern office building in Santa
team Heat.
Fe.
For rates

ADMIRED.
HAVE SEVERAL STYLES OF

n

OFFICE ROOMS IN CAPITAL
CITY

harj.ony

THE "C, B" AND WILL HAVE NO
TROUBLE IN SELECTING
THE ONE
FOR YOUR PARTICULAR
DEMAND.
WE MAKE THE PERSONAL GUARANTEE THAT YOU CANNOT GET
BETTER BARGAIN $1.00 $ J. 3 5 $1.65
AND $3.50,
$2.00, $2-5-

j

Insurance

in

WITH THELATEJT STYLE DEMAND J.
YOU CAN DEPEND ON YOUR 60WN
FITTING. RIGHT IF THE FOUNDATION
I.S A "C. B."
THIS 5EA-5oTHE
WAIJT LINE HA.5 THE SEDUCTIVE
INCURVE, WHICH 3 So ATTRACTIVE,
THE BUST I 5 GRACEFULLY SLOPED
TOO, AND THE LINE.S OF THE BACK
ARE SIMPLY
PERFECTION. THEY
GIVE
THE FIGURE THOSE SUPURB
SCULPTURED LINES WHICH ARE SO

Lear42

with

n6

-

DIRECTORS

FUNERAL

The following are the time tables
the local railroads:

p. m.
4 p. mp connect

ill-fitt1-

expected to make

the linea
ways right and

;

Spent in Sleep, WHY
NOT HAVE A COMFORTABLE BED?
See our

AKERS-WAGNE-

an

be

fit perfectly over,
cor.set.
of the "c. b" are al-

your, vkess

TIMFTABLF.ALL
LOCAL TRAINS

To-da-

cannot

she

brfakdovvns."

of

Corsets

LET UJTELL YoU A LITTLE .SECRET
Do NoT .SCOLD YoUP. DKtSS MAKER.,

D. & R. G. Ry.
a vacation.
Leaves
a. m. for north.
10:15
C.
Professor Nels
Xelson of the
Arrive 3: 35 p. m. from north.
University of California, and who will
lecture tonight on the Incas of Peru
New Mexico Central Ry.
at the auditorium in the high school,
Leave 7:30 a. m., connects with No
has arrived in the city and is at the
34 east and 33 south and west.
MADRID CELEBRATES
Palace hotel.
Arrive 8 p. m., with connections!
LINCOLN'S
ANNIVERSARY.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otsro is
from No. 33 east; 34 south and west
ill with bronchitis at St. Vincent's
Sanitarium: Mr. Oiero was taken ill Judge A. L. Morrison Made Patriotic
LA GRIPPE COUGHS.
Tuesday and was removed to the sanient Conway Also Speaks,
tarium Saturday where he is receivStrain and weaken the system and
ent Conway on Law.
if not checked may develop into pneuing the best of attention. He was
able to see a few friends yesterday
No danger of this when FoCounty School Superintendent John monia.
nnd they found him steadily improv- V.
Conway, accompanied by Judge A. ey's Honey and i'ar is taken prompt
ing.
It Is a reliable family medicine
L. Morrison, Mrs. X O. Holen, Mrs. ly.
Mrs. W. Bayard Cutting and her two Charles Sanford, Miss Flossie Sanford for all coughs and colds, and acts
daughters, Mrs. George Cabot Ward '.and Mrs. John V. Conway, returned quickly and effectively in cases ol
and Miss Olivia Cutting, accompanied yesterday afternoon from their visit croup.
Refuse substitutes.
Sold at
by two maids, left last night for their to Madrid, where they went to attend the Capital Pharmacy.
home in New York City after spend- Lincoln's birthday anniversary
ing several weeks here visiting Bron-sowhich took place Saturday
Cutting at his home on Buena Vis- night, at the Madrid opera house. They CHICHESTER S PILLS
.
It!! N.
ta Loma. All of the ladies enjoyed report having had a delightful time
their visit here. Mrs. Ward, how- on their overland trip, and having en-- !
(.,,1,1
kAKb, "HlUin It. d tti.1
t.,lkcV?
l.l..e KiM,..n. V
ever, was ill for several weeks and joyed the hospitality of the people of h
KlA . HIfT litiv
of vimr
J '1 '! rt' other,
was not able to travel until yesterday. (Madrid, and especially that of Mr. and
S
(If DLiJUiNK
!rujl.. r.UAMlll!.I',IIII.J TFII
I 4.
(,
21
a.i
it
"Mrs. Rev. C. Irving Mills and Mrs. J. O. Holen, who spread them
yeariiowr, .!. t.MiV,! At
sntDBvnpir.nisTsfVFjmvH
Miss Lillian Mills, wife and daughter selves in making their stay a very
of Rev. C. I. Mills, D. D., secretary of pleasant one.
Judge Morrison was the principal
NEW MEXICO CORPORATION
the Episcopal diocese in Colorado
have been visiting Col. and Mrs. Wm. speaker of the evening, and nearly
turned out to
LAWS, RULES AND FORMS.
M. Berger of this city for the past four hundred people
boor him olT abnuf nttr T4101.tv4.Ofl Troc
week. These good people are special
weii received Published September, 1910. All Laws on
friends of ye editor and his wife, and ident. His address was
and
all
The all Classes of Corporations, on Banking
present.
by
enjoyed
we have enjoyed their visit hugely as
of the two schools rendered Irrigation, Mining, Railroads, etc Com
it has been 3ixteen years since we re- children
an
proffram which wao
Rules and forms for riling.
ceived a visit from them. Mrs. Mills In interesting
of the teachers. Miss Joan plete
charge
Mexico
visited
and Miss Lillian have
FlosMiss
as
and
Ballentyne
principal
and El Paso. They have gone to Al- sie Sanford as assistant. Miss Parrett Statehood does not affect this book
and
visit
a
few
for
days
buquerque
read a fine essay on Lincoln. The op- as Territorial laws remau in force
then will leave for Los Angeles and era house was decorated with Ameri- under state constitution. There will
reother California cities and seaside
can flags, and a very large and beau ie no revision for three years.
sorts for a month's recreation." The tiful G. A. R. flag.
Belen Tribune.
The last speaker was Mr. Conway
935
who addressed the audience in Eng$7.00
lish and Spanish, in an appeal to the
LADIES' ADVISORY COMMITTEE
Write for Circular.
OF HISTORICAL SOCIETY. parents to aid him in securing an education for their children. Ha also
F. KANEN Santa Fe, M. N.,
made it clear that It was his inten- (Continued From Page One.)
tion to enforce the compulsory school
or favor,
C. Abbott, Mrs. C. C Catron, Mrs. attendance law without fear
and that they would be given ten days
Mrs.
Mrs.
Renehan,
Rapp.
Rolls,
notice in which to have all children
Manuscripts Mrs. Prince, Mrs. Vic- ofcompulsory school age report to the
tory, Mrs. Jose D. Sena, Miss E.
Mrs. Clancy, Mrs. Jaffa, Mrs. teachers.
Madrid is one of the busiest mining
Sargent, Mrs. Hughes, Mrs. Lavan,
in the territory, and boasts ot
camps
Mrs. Harvey, Mrs. King.
two
of
the very best schools. The
,
Mrs. Rapp, Mrs.
Archaeology
a nine months duraMrs. Brooks, Mrs. Dorman, Mrs. two schools have
and are under the supervision Imported SwiSS Cheese
tion,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Kaune,
Walter,
Crandall,
of a progressive board of school diMrs. Wilson.
J. O. RoquefOfd Cheese
Bean, rectors, composed of Messrs.
Industrial Exhibits Mrs.
WinkleR.
T.
and
Guy
Holen,
Hynd,
Mrs. Woodruff, Miss Manderfleld, Mrs.
Edam Cheese
black.
,
C. L.. Bishop, Mrs. Arthur Seligman,
will vis-i- t
The
county
superintendent
Mrs.
Mrs.
Davies,
Mrs. Spiz,
Ervien,
Madrid again in about two weeks, Pineapple Cheese
Mrs. Cartwright, Mrs. R. H. Hanna.
when
he will examine the children,
Art, Pictures, Photographs Mrs. and
on the work being done by Camefllbert Uieese
report
Mrs.
Mrs.
W.
Richie,
Armijo,
George
the teachers.
Mrs.
E.
J.
Mrs.
Jaramillo,
Clark,
Jaffa,
McClaren's Imperial Cheese

Sleep Is "Nature's Sweet Restorer"
And as one Third

,1

fr.u

Montezuma hotel.
Mrs. P. C. Wilson, who has been
visiting her son, F. c. Wilfor li er
son, leaves this afternoon
home in New Hampshire.
Sheriff E. Quintana of Taos county,
was in the city today on his way home
from Las Vegas where he look an insane patient to the asylum.
The Rev. Paul Reinfels, pastor of
the Roman Catholic church of Paloma,
111.,
is at the Montezuma hotel. He
is traveling through the southwest on

CITY LOTS AND IMPROVED
FRUIT AND ALFALFA RANCHES AND LARGE
TRACTS, ALSO AN A I STOCK RANCH
IN THE PECOS VALLEY.

PRO-PERT- Y,

O

Ct.. who

has been through California, is here
on his way home. He is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Hill, and Miss
M. Smith, tourists from South Bend,
Ind., are sightseers registered at the

nciil modern residences and store

For Sale

.

.

the Palace.

H E D,

1 IS

,.!

Gentlemen : "Th p
Alter
I have been
)
M
premature
Krave. and. feelit.;
,,,iL.i,t
i,..n,.riI
suffering humanitv, i uiV.e pe.,Ure in
writing you a bri. t I:ist...-- of my sickness, which you or., at liberty to use
Dn December II. Hoji, i V,IS
with typhoid prtf'.ttir.nia. Mv luncstakn
became very much
mv
was examined an
Tub rrulo-i- s sputum
l?a' i!i
was found. On IrVhrrary L'lst. l'ji)'t v
to go t Fort Worth,
in my right lut;
While there an sbs'-.-sbroke and discharged. I crew w,.rse.
and
became very mm h e:iia"i,itril. My physician Informed me that I must go' to
f'olorado as quickly as possible. I left
Texas June 1st, and arrived in Cnnon
Citv June 3rd
le. After l.oln?
there two weeks, n.y pi ician i nl'wrnr d
me that nothing cmid
" done, as tv'.y
case was hopeles". Thr
weeks later !
returned home, wvigl.it-dorto''3 pounds, the
having given n:0 j assurance of
reaching there aiive.
'
On the Hth of
egan taking
wonderful
!. dy
for
reconi-- i
sumption, ity beinI v. v
s poutnls. I
mended.
am stout and wel! a d
do ai.y i'Ji.d
of work about my
t, vator. I hvo
not an ache nor r,
in i.:y lungs, eat
vur felt b: vet. I
well, sleep well, ai
would be glad if
y
atllicted
with Tuberculosis
Iici;nans cure.'
AUTilUR WEBB.
(Signed Affidavit'
Eckman's Alterative curps Bronchitis,
Titr-it and Lung
Asthma, Hay Few
Affections. Ask for l.ookh t of cured cases
and write to tin- i.v kui;u J.ahiratfry,
Philadelphia, Pa., for a Iditmnal e' i 'ence.
i'or Rale by all leading drungists

MennettT-Sr.T't-

R. A. Squire, of Meriden.

N

R

ha"

well known
salesman from the Meadow City, is at

Surety Bonds

Real Estate

'';

;

and See
them in

Light Company

Op

"
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'!& with K. F. S. W. Uy, train both Nortli"anl'S)'itli.;
f:n Van HoiiOMi N", M, meets trains at Preston X.I M.
Pr-cX, .vf... far "il'.aaiy". 'uown,
.
0:00
M.,
m, nnlly oxi
stuj i"viz w .:ie way 53 50 round trio: fifty pound baacxtwe carried free.
noil 171,
NT.
11.
S ti- ii i In ivn
;s Moinei.
f,r the loot li :it 11:11 p. m. arrives from
ot'trt at 4;:1S a. in.

.ny

i

VAN HOUTEN.
V. P. & G. M.,

M.

VlLLIAMS,
P. Agertt,

a

-

j

tak-jbet- t,

ASK FOR TICKETS

i!

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

-

System

e

The Best Route

East or West

-

uatm

EUGEiNE A. FOX,

a

G.F.&P.

El

Paso Texas.

WHEN GOING

use the

Shortest Line to Denver,
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

AT

,..,

'

,j,

IV

j

b

mhher
n" Puncture trl,, tread
i., ibo rim strip "H"
r,n cutting. Thin
I? Prevnt
. uuuast
anv nth
inake-SOiXASIIO aud
J???,108 ,he lnU!It
--

FT.

.

.

SiAoK
pot

tfsfvtoiT on

e,a" na'oJ;.re Vfayre

WyoK

tF YOU NEED TIRES S0?1 b."y any kind al an? trice until

yu

for a pair of

"ONOT THINK OK BUYING a bicycle
DO NOT WAIT nrUir."te,r,!'.apo!lltoday'
Par
anyone until you know the new and wonderful
offers we are making.

It only costs

J. L Uim

a postal to learn
everything.

Write it NOW.

CMY,

CYCLE

Prices on other stamps, pads, and all
other office supplies, on application.
School Blanks.
Enumeration Form,
sheet
Teachers' Certificate,
sheet.
Contract for School Teacher,
sheet.
Subpoena,
J. P. Complaint,
sheet
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
Search Warrant,
sheet
tainer,
sheet

CHICAGO, ILL.

Replevin Bond.
sheet
Execution
Forcible Entry and
2

De-fu- ll

sheet
sheet

2

Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
Contract between Directors and Tea-

2

12

chers,
sheet
Oaths of School Director,
sheet
Certificate of apportionment
of
School Funds,
sheet.
Contract for Fuel, 4 sheet

4

4

4

4

2

2

4

GO TO

CALIFORNIA
VIA THE SANTA FE

::

ROUND TRIP RATES

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

San Francisco $66.90

rw.v,v, pheonj $45A5

Grand Canyon, $35.55

Take The

CALIFORNIA LIMITED TRAIN
finest train in the World. First
class service on three other trains

The

COLONIST RATES Effective March 11th 1911

$25.00

X Santa

,"rSt

Fe, N. M.

COLONIST RATES Northwest,

Effectfve March 10th 1911

$JW5wSantaFe,NJ.iffiS3aKI:

t-

For Particulars call on or address,

2

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

Santa Fe,

N. M.

2

'

n

Non-Miner-

2

1--4

R0SWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW

iVIEX

Carrying the U. S. mail and rias- sengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
& Santa Fe Railroad.

at the rate ol $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorLeave3 Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., ar- rance for Santa
Fe, N. M., by comrive in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosLeaves Roswell at 12:30 a. m., ar- well Auto Co., at
Roswell, N. M., at
rive in Vaughn at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Baggage allowance cf 50 lbs. to special, $40 to accomodate
four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage fewer passengers to either
point.
a

J. W. STOCKARD, manr

1--

M.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION,
Not Coal.)
(014369
Pecos National Forest.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
17, 1911.

Act, June 11, 1906.
Notice is hereby given that William
Dalton, Pecos, N. M., who, on November 25, 1910, made homestead
entry
So. O140C9, for N
NW
SE
X
SE
NW
SB
and NE
SW
NW
SE
of Section
32, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the
land above
described, before Register and Re
U.
S. land office at Santa Fe,
ceiver,
N. M., on the 15th
day of March, 1911.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J. R. Dalton, Ren Dalton, Henry Rivera, and CristlEo Rivera, all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
If you want anything"ori earth
try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
2

2

4

4

Rtifefeet

4

Stamps

2

2

2

)

2

-

nnS

i

2

i

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME
THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU
A GREAT DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING
RUBBER STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE
BECAUSE THEY SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY

THESE

DAYS.

2

;

con-,te-

January

I

PRICE-LIS-

2

is $5.80 and between Torrance and
Roswell $10.
Reserve seats on automobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.

TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
Connections made with Automobile
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
Automobile leaves Yaughn for Roswell at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at Roswell at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
Roswell for Vaughn at 6 p. m.
The
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance

Si
LfS

tires liaveoiilybeen pumped
t..u.,.u,Ucii,siHiingiiiainieir
upoiiceornviteiriawlioleseason.
TheyweiRhnoiiiorethan
anordiiiary tire, the puncture resistin;;qnalities being given
py .several layers of thin specially prepared fabric on th
these tires isfS.50
inereguiarpnceot
pair.but for
advcrtisinir
purnoses we Are making Q c,.,m.,i per
r.r.,..U:
thei iderof only ii.8o per pair. Ail orders

2

Non-Miner-

Register

j

i,',..iici.i.;;v.
whi.-l- l

e

200-fo-

4

USOWS

special quality of rubber,
never
porous and w lllch CloScS lin amnll nnttMnroc n,iM,nf .1- 1lng theair toesonpe. We have hundred? of tetters from satis--

j

UNION DEPOT,

2

B 80

PilNCTyftE-PM- F

TIRES

S

i

andeasvridi!iD-.vervdrni,irn,w-

2

8391-06S7-

.

,l

$8..iO toer

4

7, 191L

Sllvr

4

OR

January

I0

ii,'j.i

HE00ETH0HN

4

NEW MEXICAN DLDG,

Notice is hereby given that Adelal-dMartinez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on July 10, 1905, made homestea'
entry No.
for W
NW
W
SW
Section 24, Township 14 X., Range 11 E., N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final five year proof, to e
tabllsh claim to the land above described, before the register or receiver, U. S. land office, Santa Fe, N. M.,
on the 23d day of February, 1911.
Claimant names a switnessea:
Octabiano Rodriguez, Jose Ynez
Manzanares, Hilario Garcia, Juan B.
Martinez, all of Santa Fe, N.. M.
MANUEL B. OTERO,

"

riiv

I

2

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
(06S72 Not Coal.)
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.

u?atfr.lnC't

t2 Li

SSHr-BtflLIH-

2

Colo Springs and Pueblo

aKent! evtrynoere
il. "', WTuioncc.

n

1

EAST OR WEST

and
to
jiuc ana t:xi njii.i
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has pur-- duction In Sierra
county. Sierra
mine at county Advocate.
Good
Strike Another strike
of
.Mogollon of the Colonial Mining Com-- j
rich ore was made in the Nashville
!
new
A
now
iii
pro-pany.
BLOOD
HUMORS IN
company
claim the property of Thomas Ken-- "
erss of formation to ml
over
Nature has made ample provision
jtucky and the Cosgrove estate in the
the Maud Burro mountains last week.
in the moisture and sunshine of the property to be knowi:
This
air fnr the outward protection and Mining Company. Mr. Wayne is in body of ore was encountered at 200
healthy condition of the skin. But Xew York perfecting p i.uis for thejfeet and is still holding out at 203
the nuire iniimrtaiit work of nourish- new company. It is ur.
siood these feet. The ore is peacock copper and
ing the cuticle hus been left to an in- plans contemplate the " mediate op-- j occurs in the country rock, literally
It is from eration of the propery on a large studding it with nodules of the
ward soimx. the Mood.
the circulation tii.it the pores and scale. The Maud S.
discov-- j Hantly colored metal and
presenting
glands receive their stimulus, and
and located in the ., idle eighth's, a beautiful sight Silver City Enter- the fibrous tissues are all preserved and is the principal ,:'
ot
group
prise.
in a healthful state because of con- - three claims, the Mauii s., Link and
stant nutriment .supplied by the blood. Xelson. Captain Coon' in interested
It is only when 'the circulation be- -i party in the locations ii kly recog-conn s infected with humors or acids nized the value of tin
iperty and
that we are troubled with skin affec-- ! at ones began
5 to reduce
prepamt:
Palace.
tious. The humors producing these the ore. The little
stamp mill
troubles are carried through the cir- - on Mineral
FranThTG. Lea, Peoria, 111.; Mr. and
Silver
v
the
Creek,
dilation direct to the skin, and their Hill
Mrs. C. R. Ilouser, Peoria, 111.; E.
"
removed
Mining
O. Alston, Denver; Miss A. M.
irritating- or inflammatory effect re-- j Silver Creek Company
di
Creed,
a
site
and oci
,
mains until the blood is cleansed.
T., r,
1Iluaucnert, Den-..- .
laim. The!
S. S. S. cures Skin Diseases, because rectly opposite Maud S.
iver. Colo.: R. A. Snnire Mriiin rt
it is the greatest of ail b'oud purifiers. mill was operated b
''algamated' K; M. Chapman, Miss C. Wagner, City i
and
the
metal
content
It goes into the circulation and
ana cnitd. New York:
'
value
hiir
RKMOVKS
the "'' to 10 or 50 ppr cel!l
......
A. Mennett. Sr.. T.!1K Vom..
.
.
atio ati.
'
ui's. inei
acids and humors on specially prepare
Silver Creekl1'011""' utJ': Mlss A. Desart, San
which are caus- first attempt at milling
was very
undaunted Francisco; J. L. Enos, Prescott; Will-vc- r
ing the trouble, by the losssatisfactory.
iam E' Turner, Kansas City; N. C.
of
ami
by plate!
gold
bu i 1 d s up the
Aeison, Ban Francisco; W. R. Pyke.
recour--to
was
had
amalgamation
j
weak, acrid laboratory
.
A pan of 20 Hooper, Colo.
experiment.--blood, and com- pounds
Coronado.
capacity was : ached to
pletely cures Ec- chinery, a steam jet ai
C. Gonzales, Cuchillo; A. C. Pachs-co- ,
and over
Tetzema, Acne,
fin per cent of the fin
realized.
Arroyo Seeo; A. Miller, Denver;
ter, Salt Rheum. This experiment was
lowed by the Benito Lobato, Chamita; E. Quintana,
pimp: s. rashes, aud all eruptions of introduction of the twr, old and worn Taos; Jose Antonio Cinaya,
Galisteo;
the si in. When S. S. S. has driven out
which enabh i the manage- W. C. Wyatt, Denver: A. S. B. Harri- out thehrmors every symptom passes mentpans,
to treat the ore in 1.000 pound son, Albuquerque; John Tomacin, Ma- away, the. skin is again nourished,
with cooling, healthful blood, natural lots, and gave a much nuwger percent- and.
u
weeks
of
the
values.
A
age
Montezuma,
runj
is
renewed, and the skin
evaporation
E. R, Jackson, Chicago; R. G.
From
this
Book on rendered them useless.
becomes soft and smooth.
beginning over $14,000 was
Tesuque; F. D Pelletier J. E.
Skin Diseases and medical advice free
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO,, fctlanta. Ga. en our, ana tuny estai iisuea tne min-- ; campoell, Kansas City, Mo.; T. D.
.
eral wealth and value of the property.! Smith, St. Louis; N. McMillard, Ok
The little mill closed down until lahoma City; N. M. Potsch, St. Joseph,
such times as new arran cements could! Mo.; Sam Levy, Denver; Mr. and Mrs.
fii
he perfected. Wilson, the discoverer, J. Wr. Hill, Miss M. Smith, South Bend
sold his interests to Colonel J. K. llnd.; F. L. Hunt. ChicaeoR
F
"J Fleming.
At the conclusion of the ne- - White, El Paso; J. A. Smith, Trinidad,
The Mogollons The east and west Rotiations leading to this transfer, the Colo.; L. E. Andrews, Chicago; T. Al
drifts on the Socorro mines have now miu was remaeled, repaired and thor-- ; exander, Denver; James D. Davidson.
.vioaern mm ma-- Aiouquerque; Tbe Rev. Paul Reinfels.
overnauiea.
Ibeen advanced a total of 1,000 feetjousul
ana tne neWPaloma, 111.; R. B. Shanklin Wichita,
was
installed
t
on the ore body at the
level,
wiih excellent, values still in both management in a few weeks made aKas.; J. L. Sherman, New York.
fares.
This i'r tlip dppiipst pvnlnrn- - success of their investment which
tion of the vein to date and all ore nf5(le(! greatly to the annual product of 20 YEARS AGO TODAY
district. The property then pass-- j
broken is sent to the mill. Vein
rios iiviiii . to o0 iect in width. The ed into tne nanus ot Hie colonial Min-- i
(From the New Mexican of this date
w no
a. fifteen
ledge will be cut on the 7th level in,u'S
laal- -'
minwith
the
necessary pans,
4 or 5 weeks and with a continuance stamP
amalgamating the ores and need-- ;
of the width and values developed
in the COO there will he available for tui appliances requireu oy xne panThe Backbone of winter, if not brok-ontreatment another 100,000 tons. Twenty-- amalgamation process. The mill is en. is
Pretty severely wrenched,
and
the
in
of
the
best
district,
six
thousand ounces of gold and sil"What is the matter with havirtK the
The
ver bullion were shipped during Jan- complete in its appointments.
some work
on the
of the best; the surface convicts do
uary from an unusually low tonnage. mine is one
streets?
and
richer
are
ores
greater
carry
MinThe main tunnel of the Ernestine
of the neighboring! If the miliary reservation
here
ing Company penetrated the western values than many
The shaft has reached a should be given up by the military
ore body several weeks ago, the aver- claims.
of 375 feet, the ore vein and authorities, it would make a very
age value of which is between $15 and depth
its surface dl- - handsome and fine residence portion
$20. This is 700 feet below surface crevise maintaining
the
from
mensions
roots, to the of the city.
grass
and in virgin ground. The 11th level
The ore with depth increas-- i
Col. Henry Milne, a prominent citi- (below the main tunnel) has been ad bottom.
vanced west into the N. 3 ore body es in value. The product to date in zen of the Pecos Valley region, has
which was cut by the tunnel a year gold and silver closely approaches teen appointed by Governor Prince,
a member of the county board of
Ago.
Eight thousand four hundred $1,250,000. Silver City Enterprise.
and 74 Troy ounces ot renneit guia ana
ma uw suit Compromised What 1 naves county, to till the vacancy
silver bullion were melted during the promised to be one of the biggest and occasioned by the death of Judge E.
week and 45 sacks of concentrates most important, mining suits ever T. Stone.
were produced from 692 tons of ore brought in the southwest
has been
Judge John R. McFie left last night
milled. A faulty casting on engine compromised and an amicable settle-- for his home at Las Cruces.
caused a temporary shut down of the ment brought about by the attorneys!
Judge Hobart returned this morn-fo- r
both sides. This was the suit ing from Las Vegas where he met his
Deadwood mines and the mill which
has now been thoroughly adjusted and brought by the Burro Mountain Cop- - brother, H. H. Hobart, editor of the
will be running regularly the coming per Company against the Savanna Railway Age, who is en route for a
week. Two hundred and fifty tons Mining Company and involved
pos-- , visit, tn Cpiifnrn
were crushed during the first week's session of the Copper King andCopper
The fill stope method is Crown claims. The two claims were
operation.
BLANKS.
employed in the big'ore body recently estimated to have a value of $100,000
Printed
for sale Dy New Mexiand
and
for
a
the
Treasure
time it looked as if can
Mining apiece,
opened up by
N.
and Reduction
Company. Machine one of the most bitterly contested Mex. Printing Company, Santa Fe.
drills have been ordered for the more cases ever brought in the southwestMining Blanks.
The
expeditious development of the mine. ern courts, was to be pulled off.
Additional and Amended Location
The ore haulers are working regular- case was to have been tried at the
Certificate,
sheet
ly. In the mill an Oliver filter has March term of court last year but owAgreement of Publisher.
sheet.
been installed and will be tested dur- ing to delay in arrival of important
Proof of labor,
sheet.
ing the week. The hydro electric documents from the U. S. land office
Notice of Mining Location,
sheet
plant is furnishing an ample amountA was postponed until the September
Title Bond and Lease of Mininj
term and again a continuance was had
of power for the entire property.
sheet
winze is being sunk below 5 in fair until the coming March term. Bv the! Property,
T1Ue Bond ot Mining Property, 2
values by the Enterprise Mining Com- terms of the agreement, it is under-- '
pany. A portion of the ore from the stood the contested ground was
Placer Mining Location,
sheet
winze on 3d level is being sacked for portioned to the satisfaction of the
Mining Deed.
sheet
contending parties to the suit Silver
shipment to the smelter.
sheet
Mining Lease.
Jr., is City Enterprise.
Red River Frank Hanim,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
Fork near
Sierra County We are pleased to
pushing work at South
He
is note the quiet yet steady progress sneet- Red river, Taos county.
oa' Declaratory Statement with
mill
the
to
among mining circles throughout the
put
machinery
awaiting
Af-ePower of " Attorney,
are
which
awak-will
to
much
do
Brothers
in operation.
county,
'
Kelly
interest in our mineral deposits. fldavlt and Corroboratk g
shaft
planning to put down a
sheet
on their property at Red River. The W'ord comes from the north of a con-- !
ce oi Right to Water,
sheet
Edison mine on Bitter creek is to re- solidation of the properties about Her- Forfelture or Publishing Out- of
mosa under control of a new corpora-- '
sume operations shortly.
Notice, 4 sheet
"Jicarilla-ReportTiait that a mill tion, known as the Hermosa Consoli-- '
General Blankc.
dated
&
Reduction
Mining
Company,)
is to be erected at Jicarilla, Lincoln
Bond for Deed.
sheet.
which
it
is
will
work
the
presumed
county, for the reduction of the ore old Ocean
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet
and
Pelican
Wave,
ad
and
of
Gold
Stain
out
the
taken
Bond, Genera! Form,
sheet
and
both
the
properties,
operate
tattjoining mines. Fine ore is being
Certificate of Marriage, 75 per doz.
rtnnn Ttr., mlu an"J Al.
tu
Edward Othfer
en out of Hawkeye.
Official
Bond,
sheet
smelterthe Caballos, the Vanadi-- ,
of White Oaks and Joseph Ross are
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure
um Mmes Company is continuously
doing their assessment work at Jicar
of Mortgage, full sheet
its large and remodeled
ilia and M. McBray is working on the
centratinS mill and expects to get its , Application for License. 2 sheet
Retail Liquor IJcense.
sheet
oxide plant, at Cutter in full opera-- 1
Notice of Conveyance,
intorma- Hillsboro -A- uthoritative
sheet.
Qn ms mont()
At
Lake
Valey
Certificate of Election, 2 sheet
tion regarding the operations and af- - jhere are many
of
Tne
gigns
activity
Report of the Assessors, full sheet
fairs of the Lake Valley Mines Co. Lake Valley Mines Company is afford- Deed, City of Santa Fe,
is to the effect that the recent re-- ; ,ng employment to a number of men
6heet
Deed, City of Santa Fe, full sheet
pons mat tnis company is contem-,I- n
ceaning out itg ola wkings and
Application for Marriage License,
plating erecting a smelter, are not shipplng its ore to the El PaaQ gmel
sheet
true. The company has made a
In the Las Anlmaa district there
Certificate of Birth.
tract with the El Paso smelter to are very
Bheet.
promising indications of a
Certificate of Death, 4 sheet
take its old ores, broken years ago, prosperous mining year.
The new
Butchers' Shipping Notice, l- and these are being removed from the policy of the
management of the sheet
old dumps and workings.
About 30 statehood Mines
to reduce
Company
men are now at work cleaning out custom ore should
Promissory Notes 25c per pad
be of much bene- Receipts, 25c per pad.
uie vanous tunnels and snipping the fit to the district and should enennr.
Cost Bond,
sheet
ore. More men will he taken on as
age small mine owners to work their
Letters
of Guardianship,
become
available.
sheet
they
and produce ore in profitproperties
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
Kingston Mr. Edward A. Poillon, able quantities.
Ore that ha3 not
Letters
of
Administration, 2 sheet,
E. M., of New York city, spent severbeen profitable to mine, ow- formerly
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
al days at Kingston recently.
Mr. ing to the expense of
freighting to El sheet
Poillon is one of the best known vanshould
now
become
Paso,
marketable
Letters Testamentary, 2 sheet.
adium experts In the country,
and through this new condition.
The in- Declaration in Assumpsit, 2 sheet.
wnue at Kingston be examined the atallation of the
Quenner crusher by
Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet
Virginiua,
Keystone
and Templar Hiltscher Brothers should revive
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Sierra County Advocate.
terest. in the old Placers and encour- Lease.
sheet
Mine Deal Meager
Big
age others to follow the example off Lease of Personal
....... ici.iicu me my oi a ing details; th se
Property,
All sheet
mining
pioneers in dry washing.
deal consummated
in rsoston last things considered there is every
Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
whereby E. A. Wayne, the well son to believe that this year of 1910
Warrant to Appraisers, full sheet.
known mining man of this city, repre- - will be one of
excellent mineral pro- Power of Attorney
sheet
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wear a mask?" he aek'l.

In the Mask

f

By JAMES BARDIN

'J

I

iCE

she replied. "Will you bo bwtttd? I (??
must talk rapidly."
fyf.
Clayton sat down. The room was H

He rould recognize
nothing.
"Will you answer one question?"
ho asked. "Where ;an I?"
M argot looked a: his steadily.
Press.)
(Uupyrltfbt, lltlO, by Associated
"M'sieu," she
ignoring his
"Clayton proposed to me tonight," ijuetion, "are you warned?"
confided Ruth, demurely.
"No."
"He's an awful flirt," said her
"Will you marry mi ?''
' friend, Jane Barron, mischievously.
"Clayton looked at her stupefied.
"A man's a man."
"Will 1 "he cried.
"What did you tell him?"
Margot watched !.im narrowly. She
xium aimpiea.
rsoimtg mucn. l was very beautiful.
'
asked for time to consider. I know
"I am In earnes" she went on, afthe's a great heartbreaker, and all er a moment. "My faMuT left a will.
the girls are wild about him. But If I am not married before my twenI've never heard of his proposing to tieth birthday,
a
shall lose
1
am
any one. So so he rather took me large fortune.
by surprise."
twenty."
"Do you love him?" asked Jane,
Clayton nodded mutely.
dallied with
"I made a mistake.
softly.
how fust
"Yes," said Ruth, blushing.
my suitors not r. ulizin;
"Then why didn't you accept him?" times flies. The nay drew near, and
"Somehow, I can't feel sure that there was no on for me to marry."
he loves me. I may be one of his
"Why did yo.i those me?" Iron- many fancies."
Ically.
"I know you well. Yon have danced
"He has never proposed to anyone
with me
witht me, played teni.
bCore," reminded Jane.
"I know. He cares for me now. even made love to me. Did I not wear
..
You
For weeks months, nearly, he hasn't this mask . Well,
you.
looked at anybody else. But I'm not are a gentleman, aim
know I can
sure that he cannot be tempted."
house every
trust you. You pa.--s
"Walt until Mardl Gras. New Or- night on your way h ,e from the
leans is full of pretty women then," coffee nouse, and tli.-.- ;ht of this
"Hitherto Clayton plan to interest you to arouse your
suggested Jane.
has lost his head to every mask " seuse. of romance. Ii ym will many
Ruth caught her friend's hand. me, you need only sign the banns and
"Walt " she cried, and thought for never see me again, il you desire.
a moment The two pretty heads There can be a divorce. And you
bent together and Ruth outlined a would be given $l'j,U'.io tor your
trouble."
plan.
What
"It It's daring," said Jane.
Clayton studied the mask.
"Will you help me?"
sort of arap is this? The woman
"Of course, dear. A staid young seemed a lady. But
"1
married woman like me loves to see
"I cannot oblige you," he said.
And I
like am sorry.
others made happy.
But am pledged to another." Margot came and stood beClayton."
Three nights later Clayton Moran fore him.
"Am I not beautiful?" she asked
left his coffee house and took his ao-softly.
"As beautiful as a siren," he rej!
linn
plied. She was tempting him.
"You love some one else?"
"Yes."
"Could you not love me?"
S3
Clayton rose to his feet
"There is no use trying to tempt
'There
resolutely.
me," he said,
was a time when I should have met
Owen Moran, English Lightweight
you half way in any mad scheme.
But that is changed now I have
Two of the deaths were the result of
The year 1910 saw more fatalities
lost my propensity for falling in love
In the prize ring than any other year bouts in Philadelphia rings. In one
with every pretty face. 1 do not
In the history of fisticuffs from the Frank Cole, who had attained quite a
m
know
why you sent for me "
days of Jim FIgg, the founder of pugil- reputation as a lightweight, was the
me?"
"You
doubt
He was sparring at Jack
ism, down. The list of deaths reaches victim.
She was sobbing. Clayton thought
s
the unusually high number of 16.
O'Brien's club against Stanley
her very lovely. He softened a little.
The death at Presque Isle, Me., rewhen he received a solar plexus
"I apologize," he said. "But you
cently of Billy Dunning made the six- blow in the third round, sending him
must understand that I have refused
teenth fatality of ths prize ring in to the mat with terrific force. The
I shall go to my club,
your request.
1910, while there are at least two oth- crowd began cheering the apparent
if you wiiih, and send you a man
er boxers now lying at death's jfcint knockout, but when the club's doctor
who will be willing to marry you
In hospitals, one being the veteran failed to lestore Cole to consciousfor $10,000; so you can save your
ness the spectators were dismissed
Andy Daly, famous ten years ago.
And I'll send a gentlefortune.
These fatalities of the prize ring and subsequently Cole died In a Quaman."
have extended from the eastern coast ker town hospital.
"Why won't you marry me?"
of Maine to the Pacific ocean and as
The other Philadelphia death was
m
"There is only one woman I wish m
far south as Blueflelds, Nicaragua, that of Frederick Castor, aged twenty,
am
"I
said.
to
he
willing
marry,"
where a corporal in Uncle Sam's serv- in the sixth and last round of a bout
to try to provide you with a husice met his death in a friendly contest at the Frankfort Athletic club in that
"
band
with the gloves. In the past two or city against "Spike" Sullivan. Castor
"You are very kind," she breathed.
three deaths in a season from boxing had been having all the better of the
"You are very faithful, m'sieur."
have been sufficient to attract general argument and was striking for a
"I
trust I am," said Clayton.
attention, while many years not a sin- knockout punch In the final round,
"She's worth it the girl I shall
gle prize ring fatality has been re- when he suddenly fell unconscious,
Ill1
4t4" marry."
and, although rushed to a hospital,
ported.
In the majority of instances the vic- never regained consciousness.
Suddenly the light went out ClayShe Wore a' Mask.
ton felt himself caught in soft arms,
tims have been experienced boxers
One of the saddest of all the acciand softer lips brushed his own.
whose injuries were received in sched- dents was that of Max Landy, a Bos- customed
way toward his home. He
uled bouts before recognized fight club. ton boy, whose ring engagements were
Margot's
"My dear," whispered
old
French
the
quardo love me and have
One of the deaths occurred in a ring the only means of support of a wid- passed through
nest of romance
in the voice, "you
that
ter,
contest in which Owen Moran, the owed mother. Landy had a bout in tiooff rtt Katv Hrtaana
Tfr Mroa
lata ' proved it."
In .Via mn.
She released him. In a moment
English lightweight who knocked out T)n.lr.n.. Vnpe nn.ln
1. A
was walking fast.
he
"""iand
v..
there was a blaze of light. Margot
Battling Nelson in San Francisco not
"M'sieu!"
said
a
voice.
soft
looked
had
Clayton
long ago, was a principal. Tommy Mc knockout, Landy was one of the party
and peered up at about disappeared.
looked strangehim.
Things
Carthy, a San Francisco boy, was Mo-- chartering a special electric to take theClayton stopped
balcony whence had come the ly familiar now that he could see
ran's opponent. In the sixteenth round them hack to Boston. Landy chaffed
He was in the light, but the more
of their battle in Dreamland rink, in and fooled on the nomeward trip, hav- call.
clearly.
and he could
Ban Francisco, April 28, McCarthy was ing apparently experienced no ill ef- balcony was shaded
"By the gods," he cried, "this is
see
nothing.
knocked down by a heavy swing to fects from the battle. The next mornJane Barron's house, as I live."
Something struck him on the face.
He beard a slight noise, and
the Jaw, dying at St. Mary's hospital ing his mother found him dead in bed.
he
caught at it, and turned.
the night before was at- Involuntarily
the next day without regaining
It was Margot returned,
grasped a bit of paper rolled Into a without the mask.
hesitributed as the cause of his death.
Clayton
ball. He was about to toss it away,
for an instant then he caught
tated
half angry that some unknown perher in bis arms.
IS AFTER CUE CHAMPIONSHIP the world. He is noted for the long son was making sport of him.
"Ruth!" he cried.
brilliant runs which he executes on
warned
the
voice
from
the
"Ah,"
the
He
table.
has
greencloth
defeated
balcony.
George Sutton, Chicago Bllliardist,
Hoppe, Slosson, Cutler and all of the
Clayton opened the paper. It was
Moose Hunter's Mistake.
Wants to Play Willie Hoppe for
cue
In
other
star3
matches and has a note, written in a delicate, femithe World's Title.
A Hartland hunter starting out r
held the title of world's champion. He nine hand.
a deer one day recently put a
, is Hoppe's strongest rival in the game
"Mr. Clayton Moran," he read, "if blanket on his horse before he put on
George Sutton, the Chicago hilliard-lsthas challenged Willie Hoppe for today. Billiard lovers will await his you wish an adventure, go tonight to the harness so that the animal would
the championship, and these two cue match with Hoppe with keen interest. the corner of Rue de la Chaise and be warm. Arriving at a likely place
Avenue Blanc. There you will find he tied the horse beside a wood road
experts are expected to meet before
The driver will say to
a carriage.
long and fight for mastery. Sutton
and went into the woods. He had not
had not been in good health for some
you: 'Nine o'clock,' and you must re- traveled far when he struck an old
ply 'At ten.' Get into the carriage and road.
ask no questions. I need assistance,
Following this for about a mile he
and have sent for you. You may trust saw
in the distance what he took to
me."
moose standing in the road. Taka
be
"The
devil," muttered Clayton.
aim he fired and much
careful
ing
How did they know me? For twenm
pleased to see the animal fall. He
tieth century New Orleans, this is rushed
up and found he had killed
Ban Johnson is known in New York not bad. Lady In
distress, eh? Well,
r
own horse. The walk home was
as an
speaker.
I'm ripe for an adventure, my lady. his
one.
a
One cannot make basketball a
long
know
don't
what Ruth would say to
major sport by resolution.
this, but I'll be discreet"
Barney Dreyfuss is not in favor of
He turned on his heel and went to
Fortitude Required.
of
Pitcher
Camnitz.
disposing
find the carriage.
It was at the apcrushed to earth will rise
"Truth
McAleer
has announced
Jimmy
place, and soon Clayton was
said the ready made philosoagain,"
Walter Johnson will not be traded. pointed
streets.
the
He tried
through
Fielder Jones is kept as busy deny- rolling
to keep his senses of locality, but pher.
"Yes," replied the discouraged reing he is coming back as is Frank failed the carriage turned too many
"But a lot of aviators are
former.
Gotch.
When It finally drew up
corners.
to
liable
1910
get hurt trying to keep her
the
season
the major In a dark courtyard, Clayton had no
During
going."
leagues drew more than 9,000,000 paid Idea of where he was.
admissions.
A door in front of him
and
President Comiskey favors more he entered a dark hall. opened,
A
hand
Explained.
batting that is, when the White Sox grasped him and he was led down the
What Is race suicide?
are at the plate.
Tell If I can?
passage.
It's when a club woman
Tommy Burns will not mourn if he
"Gad," siid he. "I'm a fool. I
Has wed a club man.
count
in pugilism. He wish I had my revolver."
is down for the
worth
to
be
$280,000.
said
is
Another
door
and
opened
No Use for College Education,
George Sutton.
It doesn't matter how often Bat Nel- was pushed into a dimly Clayton
lighted
Willis Why don't you put that coltime and has not cut much figure in son gets it slipped over on him in the room. He heard a piano played softly,
son of yours at a trade?
billiard circles for a year or more. ring, he is a stage card Just the and when he became accustomed to lege
Gillis (sadly) What could I trade
Now be is back in former shape and is same.
the light he saw a woman seated at him for? Judge.
-Cy Falkenhurg, the tallest human the instrument He waited.
ready to give the young champion a
HeldUp.'
18.1
for
or
18.2
the
title. being in the American league, Is to
hard battle
woman
the
turned.
"Hands
She
Presently
up!" exclaimed the western
Sutton, when at his best, is one of the quit smoking in order to put on wore a mask.
"Gimme
train robber.
your money."
greatest perform&rs with the cue in weight
"M'sieu Clayton, is it not?" she
"Too late," replied the tourist "I
asked
in
now n Teir,French.
(et off at the next station and I've
The Ink yiant
Mlss Gusher (to aeroplane passentipped the porter."
"Yes,"
every-oVlife
be
replied
Clayton,
recovering
of
may
Ink
The
It must have been splendid rid- a
from his astonishment.
He
little
as ot mixed animal, ger) around
described
perhaps
ing
up there. Didn't you feel strove to
pierce the covering of black
Harold's Broke.
(vegetable and mineral origin. Some as though you ovned all the world besilk. Her chin was exquisite.
times, however, tne jure oi a piani neath you?
"Why don't you go to the dance to"You
Baid
me
call
may
Margot"
Haven't you any
Harold?
(oaa be used directly for wilting. This
Timid Passenger Well, I certainly
"I night
the woman with a little laugh.
lfl the oase with the ink pUnt, which had an Idea that I was
flame?"
deal
a
great
mask my name as well as my face,
oocor, in south America Vjd New better off.
"Yes, dad," said the Harvard stuZealana.
you see."
"a flame, t ut no fuel." Life.
dent,
"Margot, it is a crime to mask
The Juice of the plant la re but it
The Doctor Even Up Old Soores.
what must be so lovely."
becomes Hpldly Wack on expolhre by
The Moneter.
"I don't mind the cost of living,"
"The name or the face?" she
oxidation, u gives a permanent stain
on paper ana can be used as lnkwlth-ou- muttered the professor, "so much a fenced.
Judge You claim that your husband
"To judge the name from what I treated you jrutally. In what way?
further prtparatlon. All the Wly I do the cost of merely being kept
can see of the face both," he re- Plaintiff We were quarreling and
documents in Soanlsh South America alive."
For the dnnira hmA 4nst nunnM nltofl
he darted out before I could get In the
ex flatters."
last word.
j
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YOUR SAL7T3HiT may speak to twenty persons a day
praising your wares. '.E BEINGS YOU BUSINESS.
YOUL, ADVERTISEMENT in the NEW MEXICAN speaks
to thousands every day. IT IS BOUND TO BRING YOU

lusi::zss.

KM

THE STJESO IEI JIS to tli1? local paper are the prosperous peoiJio c i cdi- town. THEY ARE THE PEOPLE WHO

i

-

BUY.

YOUR ADVERTISEMENT in the local paper helps to
P build the town. The outside
Santa Fo by the advertisements in res local papers.
.(

1

s'isijijjjjiiiiiiin

II

jucs

It is a BUSINESS MAXIH universally accepted that

i

bfgi'i:Ci!B

Rod-ger-

i

IP

vertising pays. That is, if it is done right.
PEOPLE READ ADVERTISEMENTS. Let the "New
Mexican" place in its most obscure column that you are selling;
suar at one cent a pound and your store tomorrow will not
hold its customers. Advertise calico at one cent a yard and
you will have to telegraph to your wholesale house for carload lots.
YOU CAN STIMULATE BUSINESS BY ADVERTISING.

Today no business will increase permanently unless by some
method of advertising. The fool in his heart will say that
there is no virtue in advertising but the wise man knows that
the fool is deceiving himself.
AN ADVERTISEMENT In the "New Mexican" DRAWS
LIKE A POROUS PLASTER. It cannot fail if it advertises the

right goods at the right price.

1

-
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'

Over-exertio- n

af-e-

GOSSIP OF
SPORTDOM
after-dinne-

y

t

ad-

THE

NON-PROGRESSI-

MERCHANT is noted by the

fact that his advertisement does not appear in the local papers.
The sheriff has an eye on his business and his credit must be

i

I
2

poor.

in $12,000 in subscriptions. The readers who had that much for the local paper
have as much for your store but you must let them know that
you are doing business, where, and how you are doing it
THE ADVERTISING RATES in the "New Mexican" are
but a fraction of the rates in other cities. It is untrue that you
cannot afford to advertise; the fact is when you feel that you
cannot afford to advertise, you cannot afford NOT to advertise.
LAST YEAR, the "New Mexican" took

3
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The fi4!esf Mexican" g ces into the
homes f Santa Fs aisi it reaofios

I every post o
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cense business which has been dull for
some days picked up Saturday and today and a number of men who have
passed the fifty mark were among the
Licenses were issued
coy applicants.
Mauri tio Carrillo, 50,
as follows:
and Miss Nicolasa Manzanares, aged

I
;
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For One
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Week Besrinins;

Regular No. 2
No. 2

2

1-

-2

Stardard Canned Fruits

,

I

tnRo pirn ill
somereal lCugCUii

We are

going

rive your

IN GROCERIES.

Tomatoes usually sold at 15c 2 for 25c we are going to sell
No. 2

15c.

Columbus Tomatoes

!

i

YOU NEED THE GOODS

XKr..t

15c

2

Columbus Tomatoes

5.

S2.J5

Assorted to Suit You

5 $3.50

Above Goods are all New and Fresh 1910 Packed

the night The snow stopped falling
an average
about midnight, leaving
depth of one and a half inches.
The Tone Purity, Ease of Opera
tion and Durability
of the Edison
Phonograph is told about in the new
advertisement today for the Santa Fe
Trail Curio Company, All who are
interested in good music should read
the ad. There are prices quoted to
suit everybody.
Train Late Santa Fe train No. 10
from the south was almost an hour
late this afternoon.
Meets Tomorrow The Woman's foreign missionary society of the St.
John's M. E. church will meet Tuesday afternoon with Mrs. J. A. Wood,
on Palace avenue.

X X 38 X 38 X X X X
Denver, Colo., Feb. 13. The
forecast is generally fair to(30; Dumasio Montoya, aged 52, and
night with cooler weather in Sjjuanita Ortiz, aged 28; Charles G.
east portion; Tuesday fair X Boone, aged 52 and Esmenia Tenorio,
X aged 25; Tomas Trujillo, aged 31, and
weather.
XjAlvia Griega, aged 22. All except the
last, who came from Rio Tesuque, are
Oak and Harness Leather in stock of t. lis city.
See "What Great Bear Learned,"
at Goebels.
the Elks tonight.
Valentine's Day Feb. 14. You find It's at
From 30 to 54. That was the range
them at Weltmer's.
in temperature yesterday, while SatOne of those good western dra-na- s
was 24 to 51
degrees.
"The Argonauts" at the Elks tonight. urday it
relative humidity yesThe
average
Council Tonight As there was no
terday was 52 per cent, and the preFOR RENT Two furnished rooms
quorum in the council Tuesday the
cipitation for 24 hours ending at 6 for light housekeeping.
Inquire 212
court
at
the
council will meet tonight
o'clock this morning was 0.23 of an McKenzie.
house.
inch of moist snow. Yesterday was
Change of Program at the Elks to- a
If you want anything on earth try
cloudy day with light rain late in
Bear
Learned,"
night. "What Great
to
snow
in
New Mexican Want Ad.
a
and
the
afternoon
turning
"Ar"Eldora the Fruit Girl." and the
gonauts."
Automobile Mail Service Restored
The automobile mail service between
Vaughn and Roswell will be restored
on April 1, owing to the efforts of Delegate Andrews, Secretary Jaffa and
Governor Mills.
At the Elks February 21. An entertainment will he given for the benefit of the Public Library at the Elks
Theater Tuesday, February 21. The
affair is under the direction of the
teachers at the high school.
Meets Saturday The
Association
38

,

SCI

FEBRUARY 13, 1911.

Santa Fe County Teachers'

Associa-

tion will meet at 2 p. m. Saturday at
the high school and interesting subjects will be discussed by well known
teachers. A physician will lecture on
a timely health topic.
Change in Menu Lupe Rael, the
well known night cook at the Corona-dhotel is ill with the grip and the
hotel management has had to discontinue serving short hot orders after
10 p. m.
Cold lunches however may
be had throughout tha night.
Now, You Men Who Like Attractive
Every woman knows how annoying it is to have unsightly spots, water
Neckwear, Walk Up! The new line,
s
di'rt stains and
spoil the beauty of her floors, stairs and
stains,
colors,
latest
the
all
comprising
woodwork. They ruin the beauty of her entire home. Will you test, free,
which
the
spring
shapes and shades
in new specials every two days.
fashions dictate, has just been re
you
ceived at the Cash Store of Julius H.
Gerdes. Read about it in the new
Willi Johnson's Kleen Floor any woman can keep her floors
ad today.
bright and clean like new.
Found Guilty Jesus Ramirez was
Johnson's Kleen Floor rejuvenates the finish brings back
found guilty of aggravated assault,
criminal beauty greatly improves the appearance of at!
its
bailee
as
of
theft
C.
G.
Lorime
and
floors, whether finished with shellac, varnish or other prepdistrict
for stealing a camera, in the
arations.
court at El Paso. The latter was
Johnson's Prepared Wax gives the floors that soft, lustrous,
s
the
or scratches
in
two
artistic polish which does not show
penitentiary.
years
given
and to winch dust and dirt do not adhere. It is ideal for
The former had served three months
furniture, pianos, etc,
polishing
in jail and was therefore given a sen- tence of only one day.
IM.feuFi.nfifiI
on
Watershed Manager
Snow
Frank Owen of the Santa Fe, Water
and Light Company sent a man last
week to the upper reaches of the
GUATEMALA IS
by Mrs. Morley, Dr. Hewett, Nus-- ; ta Fe watershed who found the snow
LIKE SANTA FE baum, Adams and myself, each copy1 four feet deep, or two feet deeper
is pretty well
Well for than it was last year at this time,
Continued from Page One.
this time I will clow. It. is costing Judging by appearances, there will
to send this be plenty of water up to June any
lice force does and there's a blue coat me fifty cents (bllh-tosway. The reservoir is at present
for every corner. It seems like seeing letter as it is.
an old friend to get the New MexiCordially yours.
gaining two to three inches a day,
can down here and after it has been SYLVANUS GRISWOLD MORLEY.
Many Licenses The marriage li- j

o

Fine "Fresh Laid" Eggs
Watch this

Ad-w- e

are going to change and give

foot-track-

bargains

Can We do it? Why
We Buy and Sell for
Phone
4.

e

Andrews

IF

To Keep Your Floors Beautiful

c

per Dz.

Phone
No. 4

Samples and Litera
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ASSURE!)

FIRST CL 00 CORRICK'S HACK LINE

33
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3

SiVo.

San-rea-

ture at our store

d

dog-eare-

popiarliJes Bnggies and Saddle

Horses-

St Off

THE BIG SX ORE
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The Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.

33
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Ever Hear of One?
We Call it A DETERMINATION SALE pn
HART SCHAFFNER & MARX Clothing because
we are determined to carry over no winter
goods, if CUT PRICES will move them. PROFIT is lost sight of. This is your month
Dont think about this
You get the profit.
Sale too longWe can keep it going but a

short time.

i;f 'fll

I

::

It's a Thrifty Man's Opportunity

PriCeS
UUt FiIrv

:

on all the entire line of
HART SCHAFFNER &

MARX Clothing. We are fully determfned,

Winter Clothing MUST

that

GO

WE WANT TO CLOSE OUT ALL
GET THE MONEY AND MAKEROOM
FOR SPRINGS TOCK.

mm

COME SEE.
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Copyright 1909 by Hart Schi'ner & Marx
Copyright 109 by Hurt SchalTner

THE BIG
STORE.

4 ltarz

NATHAN SALMON.

THE BIG
TORE.

